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'':flotes and 'fbomment
B y

.. 1951-1952
a humdinger of an
evaluation of 1951 written
up for this space but on more
sober second thought we decided
that anybody who comes out of
1951 alive and relatively sane
should be more inclined toward
gratitude than toward complaint.
And so, if there are no objections
from the floor, the chair will take
it by consent that the Year 1951
be shovelled with a minimum of
ceremony into the limbo of forgotten time, taking with it the things
of which we are ashamed and
afraid.
We have no suggestions to offer
for meeting the new year. In reality, of course, it is "new" only
insofar as man has set up artificial
divisions of time. Most of us have
learned by now that time, while
it may indeed be the great healer,
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is chiefly the great petrifier. We
cannot unlive a year. There is, in
only a very limited sense, an opportunity to start afresh at the beginning of a new year. For all
practical purposes, we must start
January 1, 1952, from the situation in which we find ourselves
at midnight on December 31, 1951
-our sins forgiven or unforgiven,
our bodies whole or frail, our
hearts strong or fearful, our wills
either consecrated to our Lord or
still bent toward evil.
What the year will bring only
God knows. And since only He
knows, those who love Him dare
to hope for good things while
those who have not loved Him are
filled with an uneasy apprehension. Indeed we seem to detect a
kind of air of rebellion as 1952
approaches its wintry dawn, not
a noisy, bloody rebellion but a
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firm, quiet stubbornness, a halfformed determination not to have
anything to do with this new year
which has come upon us without
invitation and proposes to stay
its allotted time whether we like
it or not. The Germans have a
word for this attitude-"Ohne
Mich." The nearest American
equivalent would be "Include me
out." There is a pretty general
reluctance to go on tilting with
windmills, roaming the far places
of the world in crusaders' garb,
and singing duets with the flatchested Loreleis of the twentieth
century. We would not say that
there is a whole lot of anger or
cynicism or even disillusionment
in our generation. There is just a
pervading weariness, an almost
universal urge to crawl back under
the covers and hope that everything will work out somehow
while we sleep.
We are not particularly proud
of the situation and certainly we
are not defending it. In the measure that we ourselves have fallen
victim to its attitudes, we are
ashamed of ourselves and hopeful
that, with the help of God, we
may find a courage which we do
not now possess and a sense of
purpose and mission which has
grown dim.
Meanwhile, we join with deeper
understanding and greater earnestness in the ancient prayer of the
Church that it may please our

Lord shortly to fill up the roll of
His elect and come. Hope de·
£erred does, indeed, make the
heart sick.

Elections Past and Future
I
'~ JHAT connection the British
V'o/ general election of last Octo· ~
ber has with our own presidential
and congressional elections of next
November we would find it hard
to say. But some profess to see in
it a prophecy of some sort of swing
to the right which will unseat the ...
Democrats and bring the Republicans back to power after two
decades. These same optimists say
that they can read the same proph·
ecy in the results of the scattered
state and municipal elections of
last November.
It seems to us that one reason
why the Republican party has
consistently lost the presidential
elections is that they have allowed
themselves to become overenthu·
siastic about supposed "trends"
and have counted on these incho·
ate currents of events to carry
them along to victory rather than
get down to the hard work of
presenting a positive platform and
hustling for votes. In the last two
elections, at least, it is probably
fair to say that the people did
not so much elect a Democratic
president as reject the Republican

l
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nominee. It is this penchant of
the Republicans for flubbing their
opportunities that makes us almost ready to venture the long
range prediction that they will
lose out again in November of
this year.
This much at least we can learn
from the British election. The
Tories went into it with no prom., ises of unscrambling eggs that
had been long since thoroughly
scrambled and cooked. The most
that they promised was that they
would do no more scrambling
either in the area of domestic so• cialization or foreign policy. What
they harped on was the single
point that they were prepared to
do a better job of governing than
a tired, demoralized Labour government could do. That was a
simple, logical, and appealing
promise. It is the kind of promise
which, if the Republicans will
sincerely give it and repeat it over
and over this year, can win the
election.
After all, most Americans know
that most of what Harry Truman
has done as president both in the
area of domestic policy and foreign policy has been just about
what anybody would have been
forced to do in the situation. But
fortunately for the Republicans,
Mr. Truman has displayed a talent
for choosing the most inept way
of doing most of what he has done.
If the Republicans attempt to
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pitch their campaign along lines
of policy, someone is sure to ask
just what they would have done
differently. If they dwell upon the
President's ineptness and upon
the cynicism and corruption of
his administration, they will be
upon unassailable ground.

That Question, Again
explosive probO lemsof thethatmost
will confront the
NE

Congress when it reconvenes this
month is the question of sending
an ambassador to the Vatican. Mr.
Truman wants to send General
Mark Clark as the nation's first
full-fledged ambassador to the
papal court. Protestant leaders
have attacked the idea as a blow
to the tradition of separation of
church and state.
It is unfortunate that none of
the participants in the debate are
in a position to be very objective
about the basic questions that are
involved. Protestantism, as it has
fallen more and more the victim
of a milksop morality and a creeping institutionalization, has come
at last to the point where the only
real conviction which unites Protestants is an emotional fear and
suspicion of "the Catholics." Roman Catholicism, on the other
hand, has gotten itself so involved
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in political questions that it is
sometimes hard to determine when
Rome is propagating the faith and
when it is grabbing for another
chunk of temporal power. And in
between you have the politicians
playing for the church vote.
Looking at the question as objectively as we can, we see in the
Vatican a political state, unquestionably small in area but still a
force to be reckoned with in world
politics. Few governments are as
well informed on what is going
on as is the papal court. Few
rulers have 'as much influence in
world affairs as has the pope.
It seems to us, therefore, that
we are justified in looking upon
the Vatican as a truly sovereign
political state possessing an influence out of all proportion to
its size. We assume that the United
States maintains diplomatic repre·
sentation in the capitals of foreign
powers, not for the sake of those
powers but for the sake of advantages which we expect to derive from such representation. In
the present instance, we are not
primarily concerned with whether
the sovereign of the State of Vatican City is, by profession, the head
of a church body, the leader of a
political party, or a football coach.
We are interested in him simply as
the sovereign of an influential
state and we are interested in him
not for his sake or for the sake of
his church but for our sake and

for the sake of the advantages
that might accrue to us by being
represented at his court.
It is our opinion that the State
of Vatican City plays such a strategic role in world affairs that the
United States should maintain full
diplomatic relations with its sovereign. We fail to see how the establishment of such relations is
going to wreck the First Amend- ,.
ment.
At the same time, we call upon
the people who handle the foreign
affairs of the nation to straighten
out, once for all, the question of
what we imply when we establish •
relations with another government. We have vacillated between
a policy of using recognition as
an endorsement of the policies of
other governments on the one
hand and a policy of merely accepting the fact of their existence
on the other. Our approval of the
establishment of relations with
the Vatican assumes that recognition in this case implies merely
an acceptance of the fact that
Vatican City is a self-governing,
sovereign state. If, by recognition,
it is the intention of our government to endorse the policies of the
Vatican, then, of course, we oppose
it.
One footnote: Does not the
recognition of Vatican City as a
sovereign state raise some questions about the status of the Catholic hierarchy in the United States?
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Earnest People
HREE times in the last month
we have come across the observation that there is a dearth of
young humorists and no one seems
to know why it is. We had noticed
the same thing and we also do
not know why it is, but we have
two possible explanations.
Certainly one reason is the climate of our times. All you hear is
talk about crisis and impending
doom with impassioned exhortations to quit being so smug and
complacent and take a long, sober
look at the realities. These, we
are told, are no days for young
men to be writing whimsical pieces
about the love life of the newt.
Life is real, life is earnest, the
pundits will tell you, and we're
all going to be blown up the day
after tomorrow so stop laughing,
you clown, and cry with the rest
of us.
There is probably another reason, too. In the days when we
were still educating people, young
people came out of the schools
with a background in literature
and history and at least a smattering of knowledge about what man
has been, is, and may become.
Then we got functional and threw
out all of these "impractical"
things and taught the kids how
to run lathes and use the touch
system and drive a car. The result
is · that today's high school gradua~e and even today's typical col-
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lege graduate knows a whole lot
about making some machine go
or some system function but he
doesn't know beans about human
beings. Knowing nothing about
human beings, he can get cynical
about them, or sentimental, but
he can hardly approach them with
that sympathetic understanding
which is the essence of real humor.
Humor is and has been an earmark of high civilization. It takes
a certain amount of intelligence
and a certain amount of bravery
plus a considerable knowledge of
man to be a humorist. Perhaps
that is why, in our generation,
some of the best really humorous
writing has been in the field of
religion. There is a correlation
between keeping the faith and
keeping one's sense of humor.

More About the Seaway
E PROPOSE to continue focussing attention upon the projected St. Lawrence-Great Lakes
seaway until at least that portion
of the citizenry that reads the
CRESSET becomes thoroughly
aroused.
Just last week, we read a proposal to establish a new steel industry in New England. We have
only the best intentions toward
the people of New England and
we wish them well if they decide
to go into the steel business. But

W
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from the standpoint of the national interest, we believe that it
is best for the steel industry to
remain away from either of our
sea frontiers, both because of economic reasons and because of
strategic reasons.
But unless cheap water transportation of ore from foreign sources
can be provided for the present
steel districts, it is inevitable that
the industry will eventually migrate to one or the other of our
ocean frontiers. The present
sources of ore at the head of Lake
Superior are being rapidly depleted. Scrap iron is as readily
available along the densely-populated East Coast as it is in the
Middle West. What will finally
determine the localization of the
industry will be the availability
of water-transported ore from foreign sources. There, unless the
seaway is built, the East Coast
will have a major advantage over
the present inland steel districts.
What will that mean in terms
of the national welfare? It will
mean that the Middle Western
states will finally be forced out of
the industry which is, today, basic
to their whole industrial economy.
It will mean an additional concentration of people and industries in that part of the United
States which is already most densely populated and most exposed
to enemy action. It will mean the
loss of an opportunity to foster

the economic growth of an area
(the Middle West) which is only
at the threshold of its full economic development.
All of this is stated, not in terms
of Middle Western chauvinism
but in terms of the national welfare. No part of our nation can
finally prosper at the expense of
another part. The Middle West
can not, in the long run, be truly
prosperous if the East Coast or
the South or the Far West suffer.
But neither can any of these regions be truly prosperous if the
Middle West declines. Good economics demands the maximum
use of every part of our national
area and a spreading of industry
and agriculture as evenly as possible over the whole country. The
Middle West should be willing
to support any project which
would strengthen the economy of
the East. The East should be willing to support any project which
would strengthen the economy of
the Middle West. For we are one
nation, one people, one economy.
The seaway is not merely a desirable project. It is a vitally necessary project.

Kings and Pawns
As OUR contribution to an understanding of the present tension in world affairs, we would
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like to suggest the significance of
the fact that for years the Russians have held the chess championship.
It is our theory that the nature
of a national sport offers a rather
good clue to the national psychology. Cricket, for instance,
could probably never have taken
hold anywhere except among Englishmen, and in its play matches
the patience and persistence of
English foreign and domestic policy. Baseball and basketball and
our homicidal form of football
are, to use an old advertising
cliche, as American as apple pie.
The idea in all of them is to exert
the maximum of force with a
maximum of speed at the optimum time, an idea which seems
to underlie a considerable part
of our foreign policy.
Now what about chess? The
idea in chess is to keep one's attention focussed upon the opponent's king, meanwhile safeguarding, at all costs, one's own king.
Patience, long-range planning, unity of purpose, willingness to trade
pieces for position-these are the
marks of a good chess player. The
game does not pay off on the
number of pieces captured. It pays
off only in the check and mate
of the king.
Applied to foreign policy, it is
our hunch that the chess-playing
Russians have no intention of exposing their king (the Russian
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homeland) as long as they still
have a lot of pawns and bishops
and castles and knights and queens
to play around with. It is to their
advantage to play a delaying game,
allowing us to stick our necks out
and to become weakened by sheer
attrition. Their king is well covered. Our king is being chased
around to protect pawns and bishops. Sooner or later under this
strategy, a good chess player would
say, we shall either be forced to
attempt a direct breakthrough to
the Russian king (a "preventive"
war) or we shall have to draw our
pieces in around our own king,
leaving the match a draw.
This analogy, like all analogies,
is, of course, a gross oversimplification. But sometimes we fear that
we are all too preoccupied with
the economic and strategic resources of other nations and not
concerned enough with the psychology of their people and, more
important, their leaders. The
sweeping generalization that
people are the same all over the
world applies only to their biological structure. There are all
kinds of differences in national
psychologies even between people
as basically similar as ourselves
and the British or the Germans.
The Russian must be understood
as a Russian, not as a "bad" AmerIcan.
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Sic Transit

it be recorded that in the
first week of November, 1951,
the last nickel glass of beer was
sold in Milwaukee. We are, indeed, a generation born out of
due time.

L
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What's Your Trouble?
day we disoover that we
are nuttier than we had
thought. The latest evidence of
our goofiness is our love of symphonic music.
A psychologist named Arthur
Flagler Fultz told the second annual National Association for Music Therapy convention several
weeks ago that when one attends
a concert he is satisfying some
personal or social deficit and that
if a person has no deficit he is
exposing himself needlessly. Fifteen minutes, according to friend
Fultz, is long enough for a person
to listen to music functionally,
such as attending a concert. More
than that, he says, is like eating
three beefsteaks in a row.
Well now, to the general charge
of goofiness we are compelled, on
the basis of accumulated evidence,
to plead guilty. But we will fight
this specific indictment because
we consider it faulty, and for the
following reasons.

E
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In the first place, we maintain
that a person who has no "personal or social deficit" which only
good music can supply is not
merely a rather warped sort of
person but is not quite a human
b eing at all. The healthy, "normal" person has many sorts of
deficit. He needs love, he needs
companionship, he needs a sense
of the value of his work, he needs
some sense of value as an individual, he needs the beauty of written
words and painting and music.
In the second place, friend Fultz
assumes, like any good Marxist
or materialist, that the chief end
of man is to be functional. To
this, as a Christian hedonist, we
most emphatically object. We hold
that many of the best things in
life were put into the world for
our sheer enjoyment to permit
men to practise that rarest of all
virtues, gratitude.
In the third place, we question
the competence of the typical
mechanistically-minded social scientist to understand the actuality
of man as he exists apart from
their oversimplifications of him.
That in man which is capable of
dissection and analysis, of measurement and exhibition is only
a part (and perhaps the least important part) of what the psychologists like to call "the whole
man." Man is much more than
a reasoning cadaver.
To be fair to friend Fultz, we
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should say that we know that he
knows that life is a lot more than
function, and we wouldn't be at
all surprised if he himself were
one of the most faithful patrons
of his hometown symphony. Newspapers usually make scholars look
slightly silly by passing up the
meat of their speeches and playing up the occasional "hot stuff."
But the professional students of
man have left themselves wide
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open for this sort of treatment
by attempting to deal with man
as though he were merely the
culmination of a mechanistic evolutionary process. The statement
in Genesis that "the Lord God
breathed into his nostrils the
breath of life and man became a
living soul" has some profound
truths in it which no student of
man can afford to pass off with a
mere shrug of the shoulders.

Our ears are filled with the nauseating platitude that
the world has become smaller; but in things more important than bombing planes and washing machines its
distances are vaster than for a thousand years. The milder
barbarism of the "Dark Ages" had the inestimable boon
of a universal language as well as a universal tradition.
The general pattern of education and most of its resources
were in common to the whole medieval world. Scholars,
students, and craftsmen traveled relatively more than
those of the modern age: nor was their purpose merely
to pick up a few exotic strands from foreign hedgerows
that they could weave into a local homespun. They did
not think of their culture as territorial merely because
their homes or workshops-when they had any-happened
to be in this place or that; nor do we think of their
great teachers and writers as belonging primarily to one
country or another. The monasteries and universities
were stubbornly defiant of local potentates, small or
great: nor must we forget the friars of the mendicant
orders, who did in some measure for the life of the spirit
what the traveling merchant was doing for the life of
trade. Christendom was not a place but a community.
WILLIAM AYLOTT ORTON, The Liberal Tradition (Yale)

The

PILGRIM
"All the trumpets sounded for him on the
other side."
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS

BY

0.
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events which belong to eternity.
. . . There is a difference, great
and deep, between the counting
of time by years of life or by years
of grace .... That last phrase, by
the way, is one of the greatest and
loveliest in our language.... Each
year of history, it says, is marked,
begun and ended by grace . . .
the love of heaven pouring itself
over our stumbling journey
through time . . . the forgiving
love of God watching our feet and
holding our hand. . . .
Perhaps the finest thing about
remembering the passing of time
in terms of the "years of grace" is
that it emphasizes again the essential nature of life and history
as "interim." . . . Between the
eternities we live and move . . .
on the thin edge of time . . . in
the total scheme a passing shadow,
children of momentariness, travelers from dust to dust .... We are
important only because our temporality was touched and redeemed
by the eternity of the Manger

Interim
lT T IS one of the good and happy
Jl accidents of time that the publication of a monthly journal requires that most of its contents be
written thirty days before their
appearance in print. . .. At this
season of the year this means that
I write about the change from
one calendar year to a,nother at
the time when a new church year
begins. . . . I find myself writing
about the very little change between 1951 and 1952 at the moment when I should recall the
very great changes-historic, momentous, eternal-which are
marked by the years of the Church.
... In truth, each year I wish that
more of us would give increasing
attention to the measuring of time
which is based on the cycle from
Advent to Advent.... We would
be better off, I think, more mindful of eternity, more aware of the
last realities of time. . . . The
world and time would be more
clear if we measured them by
10
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and the Cross, but our time here
is still the same . . . brief . . . a
strange interlude between a heaven we lost and a heaven we shall
win again by grace. . . .
No one can deny that this awareness of our interim and its meaning has been forgotten by our
age .... Living its own elegy and
threnody day by day our world
does not like to hear voices from
pulpits and platforms that sound
like radar signals of the day of
doom ... that insist on looking at
our mortal future . . . . No age
has lived more momentarily than
our own and no civilization has
been more nearsighted. . . . The
loss of a childlike faith in eternity
has made us childish beyond all
imagining . . . squandering our
little hours, playing with our
breakable toys, nursing our fitful
dreams for a better 1952.... The
ancient and eternal, the far and
heavenly, the long and everlasting is not for us .. . . We live here
and now ... imprisoned by those
lying little words . . . .
And that is our tragedy . . ..
Living so momentarily, without
regard for the eternities, we hear
neither the music of life nor the
testimony of death. . . . Life acquires the strange numbness which
is so characteristic of many of our
contemporaries. . . .
Saddest of all ... Since Christmas and Good Friday this is all so
unnecessary. . . . The world h as
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heard that it is an interim
made so by the hand of a Child
Who came to tie our broken piece
of time back into eternity ... Who
made it possible for His trusting
children to live in two worlds ...
Who said: "I go to prepare a
place for you." ...
And so a year of grace closes as
the sun sets this evening, and another will dawn over the fields to
the east with the morning. . . .
As the light fades and the windows of the houses in our town
begin to shine out, I shall be reminded again, perhaps by Psalm
23 or John 17, that no darkness
which can fall upon the earth can
bring any fear with it for him who
believes in the years of grace. . ..
There will still be pain, the attrition of the years, and the momentary gaps left by death . . .
but beyond them all will be our
faith, warm and long and intimate, in the God Who came into
time so that we might be children
of eternity.... Quiet, this night,
we shall hear the long, far trumpets of another world ... a world
now reflected and echoed in another year of grace. .

• • •
A Letter for 1952
(This letter arrived a few days
ago. I suspect that it is more representative of the thought of the
younger generation than some of
us like to imagine. I hope to pre-
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sent a feeble answer to some of
the disturbing questions which my
young friend asks. Meanwhile, his
plea is worth sympathetic attention.-0. P. K.)
Dear Pilgrim:
I am tempted to apologize for
not writing to you for what must
be years. But of course there are
times when a Christian man must
hold his tongue, or else lose himself in a desert of empty words
and phrases. There are worse sins
than to have nothing to say.
And I truthfully confess that
this has been my condition for
some months now. What started
out in my seminary days to be a
fluent pen has somehow proved a
ridiculously proud and false friend,
which stole my eyes from the
meaning to the word, from reality
to cacophony, and thence to silence. But perhaps this happened
because, in my heart, the wells of
assurance had dried, and I was
alone with doubting.
I wish often to the core that
men such as you, who have walked
a bit farther than we, could gain
back your years to tell us how to
live. You say that yours were different times. Indeed they were.
But weren't there months when
you were tired, when you could
see no more green in the sands,
when even the concept of your
being a pilgrim withered?
Or, if not, tell us how you man-

aged to see all that you did seethe frightful First War, the ensuing political fuzziness, the concomitant hesitancy of the churches
to take any stand on anything,
without losing your courage? Were
you men or angels, who could
nourish a reservoir of strength
when all the dikes about you were
gushing?
Or tell us what spiritual dynamo preserved you from the eras of
peace and utter stillness which
seem to come from God Himself,
and yet are devoid of all creativity
and movement? Tell us what religious ideal governed such a
steadiness that even the world
could say of you: "Where did they
get such energy?"
As always, you will have no direct answer. You will not disbelieve, but you will say nothing.
You will think that God shall soon
breathe something for us too-for
the poor ones who should be
doing some impoverished thing
for their world, or men, or life,
or God. But nothing comes. And
sometimes only your hidden hope
communicates itself to us, and we
begin to expect the night to vanish. But it stays.
It lingers with us until we no
longer pray, and until we relish
the obscurity of non-leadership,
of run-of-the-mill sermons, of
ponderous and hollow essays, of
hideously common imaginings.
Until we love our graves. Bliss-
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fully dull and esthetically dead,
we refuse even to await our resurrection, and give ourselves over
to boredom. Or we meet in church
halls and in ivy buildings, and
blithely, glibly, exchange someone else's outmoded notions, someone else's visions. We talk . and
mean nothing. We speak for prestige or reward or for no reason
whatever, leaving garbage behind
as our witness.
Whence are we, the modern pilgrims? And whither do we go?
Which of us cares one whit about
the Church-beyond, that is, what
it can do for us? Which of us
bothers to fight one battle for the
Kingdom (especially when the
stakes are high enough to ruin
us, should we lose)?
No, Pilgrim, don't flinch . For
this summary of our youthful manners is not the whole of the story.
Symptoms, yes, but never disease.
Truth is tha t we are far too timid
even to look at the exact sickness
in us, which is a complete lack of
faith in the simple Miracle of God.
You repeat often, in your columns, the Cross, and what it
stands for to you. But I've never
read you a moment without sensing that you have more to say than
you can ever tell, and that you'd
hesitate to cast such pearls before
anyone, swine or no. Often I feel
that you ought to sacrifice your
experience to the crass print, but
then the same whisper returns:
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"Here is one man, at least, who
has made himself a private and
a warm keeper of truth. Let him
better be still." And probably, you
could tell no more than you do
even if you so willed. There are
limits to our pens, thank God.
But it is certain, at least, that
Jesus Christ means more to you
than He does to most of us. Sure,
we boast of knowing Him. But
that old fine, steady, God-driven
flame is gone. Our Christ is a
word-crucifix. He is a philosophy.
We have entombed Him in our
dead pulpits. We have enshrined
Him in our books, which we quote
profusely at the slightest invitation. We have laid Him to rest in
the potter's field of our own failures and in own heartaches.
The romance of the Cross is
.done for us. We do not hold this
God-man up to see in our dark
evenings. We bring him down
into the basement of our ill fortunes. And when we die, He dies
too. The Miracle, I say, is gone.
We have lost the remembering
spirit.
How get it back? By trying to
become you? Not that way. By
studying up on our theology?
Never. By self-blaming and regretting? Hardly. Only, dear Pilgrim, by letting the dull plod of
our feet carry us on to God knows
what strange recurrence of the
Miracle. God is, to me, still God,
and that is all the hope I have.
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The Novel
By DoNALD A.

"
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DoHRMAN

NUMBER of things took place
in the year past in the field
devoted to what E. M. Forster
aptly and tartly defined as the
"soggy mass," more sedately known
as the novel. For one, America's
foremost novelist, William Faulkner, in his Nobel Prize acceptance
speech said some things badly
needing saying concerning novelists and novel-writing today. For
another, several impressive novels
appeared, one by Faulkner himself. A few other items that require
little more than mention are: the
death of Sinclair Lewis, whose
work will always demand attention in any consideration of American letters; the usual production
of popular and popular historical
novels; and the absence this year
of a novel by one of the more
discerning and mature American
craftsmen: Robert Penn Warren,
James Gould Cozzens, Thornton
Wilder, and Hemingway.
In his address at Stockholm,
Faulkner appealed to the creative
writer not to forget the spirit

A

within man capable of "compassion and inexhaustible endurance," and not to forget that the
spirit's role is something larger
and infinitely more sublime than
that of "a puny and inexhaustible
voice still talking when the last
dingdong of doom has clanged."
It is quite apparent that in saying this Faulkner was making
reference to those young writers
of the late forties whose performances have shown them to be brilliant technicians, but of whom it
must nevertheless be said, they
are "small, confused, and misguided talents." When John Aldridge so appraised them in his
competent survey, After the Lost
Generation, he had in mind among
others: Norman Mailer (The Naked and the Dead), Gore Vidal
(The City and the Pillar), Paul
Bowles (The Sheltering Sky), Fred
erick Buechner (The Lost Day'.
Dying), and Truman Capot1
(Other Voices, Other Rooms,
These are the melancholy merr
bers of the second "lost" gener;
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tion. They have lifted their voices
to say that to lift the voice is all
that is left to do, all else is meaningless in life. For life is more forbidding than a wasteland; it is "a
~ monstrous impurity on a plateau
of nothingness." This world, the
young moderns continue, is not a
dying world whose values are
tumbling, whose truths are being
disproved, the gorgeous palace of
.., old slowly sinking into the mire.
Rather the world of significance
is already dead; there alone remains art to record the fact, the
meaningless acts of man on a
'" meaningless sphere.
Faulkner not only said, "I refuse
• to accept this" gloomy report
which denies significance to "courage and hope and pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice."
But he went on to reject the view
that art need "merely be the record of man." Rather, "It can," he
said, "be one of the props, the pillars to help him endure and prevail." When writers will return
to "the old verities and truths of
the heart, the old universal truths
without which any story is ephemeral and doomed," and when they
_. return to dealing "with the problems of the heart in conflict with
itself . . . because only that is
worth writing about," only then
will the "anguish and travail" be
"commensurate with the purpose
• and significance of its origin."
The sombre strength of his
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Stockholm speech seems to have
passed over into the new novel,
Requiem to1· a Nun} which Faulkner published a few months later.
It is a three act play, each act
preceded by a long historical introduction which sets the scene
of the action and at the same
time shows the past, like the sin
of Atreus, surviving the present.
It is not too much to say that the
breath of the Greek tragic theater
is here. There is the handling of
the same themes: fate, man, and
gods. The old imponderable question is posed, struggled with but
not demonstrably answered: is the
controlling of one's destiny externally or internally determined?
If both, then each in what proportion? In the narrative a mother is
restrained from breaking up a
home by the murder of her, youngest child by a maid. It is the maid's
love of the two children and her
feeling for the inviolability of the
family, we suppose-Faulkner
doesn't say-that causes her to sacrifice the one that the other might
live and the family be kept intact.
Her act is not plausible; therefore
some have said the whole book
falls with its implausibility. But
when it is taken as a dramatic
fact, as inscrutable as Apollo's
dictum to Oedipus' father to have
no children, or the appearance of
the elder Hamlet's Ghost, then
the book not only makes sense
but is awesome in its presentation
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of forces in life that move one "to
fear and pity."
Malcolm Cowley has attested
that Requiem for a Nun is the
work of a changed Faulkner "propounding the sort of traditional
wisdom that we must respect, because we feel that it has been
gained at the cost of suffering."
If it is true, as Cowley suggests
it is, that Faulkner has learned
to write such a book, as this proves
to be, out of suffering, then we
can only say that he, knowingly
or not, has imputed to Temple,
the mother, a share of his own
new found wisdom. For we feel
tha.t this woman, trapped though
she is into saving her soul, has
glimpsed some great inscrutable
truth-like the truth of God-that
is of the heart.
Equally rewarding reading is
found in another novel of 1951;
namely, Truman Capote's Grass
Harp. With his first book Other
Voices, Other Rooms, though a
distressing achievement, Capote
proved his major literary talent.
Other Voices is something of a
baroque masterpiece, heavily and
richly furbished with bizarre metap hor, tainted with an effete nastiness, whose meaning is unrelated
to any world other than the impure, odorous one contrived by
th e writer. There are few points
at which it even remotely touches
the world of reality; everything ill
only weirdly recognizable, like an

artist's masked ball in a ball room
panelled in crazy-mirrors. The
Grass Harp, however, is thoroughly different; it is aware of a larger
world and connotes a larger reality. The story carries an assorted handful of people from
their own private worlds-"all private worlds are good"-into a corporate private world in a tree
house-"a raft floating in a sea of
leaves." Their flight to the tree
house in rebellion against those
who would deny them the right
to be different ends for all as a
lesson on and an initiation into
love. It is all a modern fable on
the nature of love, simply written
with a spare and controlled artistry. The characteristic of love's
nature is its acceptance of life"grants its differences." Love is
the one thing in the world from
which "nothing in the world is
held back," to which "everything
can be said" or revealed. You cannot destroy it, for what you say
"hardly matters, only the trust
with which it is said, the sympathy with which it is received."
It is like a child "in a witch-ruled
forest"; yet because "it is always
in trouble" it is thereby proved
and refined. Love-like Plato'sis also a process: "First love a leaf,
a fall of rain, then someone to
receive what a leaf has taught you,
what a fall of rain has ripened
. . . love is a chain of love, as
nature is a chain of life."
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Perhaps this is what Faulkner
was waiting for when he asked
for a return "to the old verities
and truths of the heart." The
poet's voice in the Grass Harp is
not puny, neither is it a tinkling
cymbal, but one talking about .the
colloquial world we know out of
the sunlight of the mind and from
behind warm tears.
Other works of fiction, serious
in intent and purpose, and at the
same time worth the reading are
few. Perhaps there is only one,
Caroline Gordon's The Strange
Children. It is a story of an observant child growing up and seeing the evil of the adult world
about him. Miss Gordon's world
is no moral vacuum; clear and
traditional values constitute a
body of meaning over against
which the confusion, boredom and
rot of a society is seen. The only
serious flaw in the book seems to
be the author's necessity to comment ex cathedra rather than
from out of the child's mind. Another book using the same technique of seeing the adult world
through the eyes of the child was
the best-selling Catcher in the Rye
by J. D. Sallinger. But whereas
Miss Gordon wanted her judgments taken seriously, it appears
that Mr. Sallinger wanted only to
provide some farcical fun. We do
not glimpse the world through
Holden's (the boy) eyes, only the
silly romp of retarded grown-ups.
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Mr. Sallinger succeeds delightfully
in saying nothing in the best New
Yorker fashion. His Holden is
miles away from the famed Huck.
In their second novels neither
Irwin Shaw nor Norman Mailer
were able to write with the power
that marked their initial efforts.
Their respective novels, The
Troubled Air and Barbary Shore,
both topical pleas for a social reform of sorts, proved once again
that a novel has to be more than
an account of a personal experience andjor of anger. Not to be
overlooked as a first novel that
will rank with those of the aforementioned writers is William Styron's new Lie Down in Darkness.
It is a dark and violent tale
fraught with Freudian shadows of
three kin doomed by their hatred
for each other and of an innocent
victim of all three. When some
lines are pieced together it would
seem Styron is saying what all the
confused but talented young men
of late have been saying; God is
dead, reason worthless, only art
remains to record the fact. The
weak pray, "Oh Christ, have mercy
on your Peyton this evening not
because she hasn't believed but
because she. No one. had a chance
to. ever." The strong declare: "I
want to paint, paint, paint because
I think that some agony is upon
us. . . . I want to crush in my
hands all the agony and make
beauty come out, because that's
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all that's left, and I don't have
much time."
A word at least-now that the
sound of the drum-beats has receded-needs to be said of the socalled "novel of the year," James
Jones' From Here to Eternity.
This is a sprawling book whose
chief concern seems to be with
the ethic of a professional army in
peace and in war. In presentation
the book is neither shocking nor
surprising, but merely boring and
reportorial. Nothing is really discovered by the reader that was
not already known and all too
familiar. The characters splash
around in a muddy social backwater of their own making and
their own choosing. And Mr. Jones
seemingly could find little more
to do with them than report their
antics with a kind of sentimentality that diminishes his book,
so that it can stand neither as
journalism nor as sound fiction.
Perhaps a year or two more will
be required to determine whether

this past year of 1951 marked any
sort of turning point in the serious
American novel. It never lacked
vigor and dexterity. Its voice, however, had increasingly sounded the
note of bewilderment, at times
angrily, at times despairingly, that
the world was in the throes of
death, and Nada (Hemingway's
Nirvana of the Twenties), was imminent. Two novels, at least, as
has been shown, give reason to
believe that there is taking place a
straightening up of the back and
a lifting up of the e,yes. We have
heard a logic that concludes that
the world is dead or dying only
in so far as the malice and stupidity of men have so permitted.
As there are the constants of N ature, the logic goes on, the sky,
the earth, the sound of the sea,
so there are the constants of
the heart, implicit to the soul,
which when fired enable man to
mount above himself and his selfimposed catastrophes "with wings
as eagles."

The essence of training man's nature is to educate mankind to understanding love.
HEINRICH PESTALOZZI,

The Education of Man,
Philosophical Library

.

Europe=
Year's End, x95x
By A. R.

CALTOFEN

struggle for "bifstek" (beef
steak) continues. It is, indeed,
only the surface manifestation of
urgent concerns over the solution
of the wage-price problem. Every
week, the gap between wages and
prices widens a little more. The
trades unions have been unable
to take any decisive action because
of the split among the major
unions-the C. G. T., the Force
Ouvriere, and the Christian Trade
Unions. None of these feel prepared for a real battle. The partial strikes of the metal workers
and of others make no impression
upon the employers. Ultimately it
is the employers themselves who
will have to act to reduce the exaggerated profits which even Amer·
ican industrialists condemn as unhealthy both in France and in
Germany. In addition, the pyramiding of middlemen's profits will
somehow have to be brought
under control. France, at the moment, needs someone like Dutt·
weiler who is the pike in the carp's
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pool of the Swiss merchants with
his "Migros" enterprise. Mean·
while, prices continue to rise,
wages follow at a considerable dis·
tance, and the purchasing power
of the masses of French workers
continually declines and no one
can say where the apple is rolling
to. Only the wealth of the French
soil has up to now permitted these
conditions to persist without a
major explosion.
But the patience of the working
classes seems finished. Slowly they
are coming to the opinion that
only a common battler front can
produce a radical change and
here and there the workers have
formed united committees for ac·
tion, going over the heads of their
union leaders.
Preoccupied with all of their
economic troubles, the working
people have scarcely had time to
take notice of the threatening
danger of German rearmament
and its concomitant danger of a
new war. Even DeGaulle's ex-
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pressed anxieties that French sovereignty would be too much affected by American military exigency (contained in an address to
the reunion of the Anglo-American
press on July 13) did not stir up
any considerable discussion.

U. S. Bases in Morocco
the French govN EVERTHELESS,
ernment considered it wise to
lift the curtain a little bit from
the secret of the American strategic bases in Morocco. The United
States has acquired bases at Port
Lyautey, Mechra del Ksiri, Sidi
Slimane, Nouaceur, Ben Guerir,
and Luis Gentil. Regarding Port
Lyautey, Le Parisien wrote recently that "the port, although it
remains under the French flag, is
at last under American rule."
Henceforth Morocco is practically in American hands and it
has not taken Moroccan nationalists long to realize it. Their propaganda trumpeted the presence of
the Americans, so much so that
American authorities had to call
a halt and had to recall American
commercial representatives who
had gotten themselves too involved
with these Moroccan circles. But
the damage had been done and
the French government will someday be forced to grant concessions
which it had refused to grant
hitherto. The United States cannot want a Morocco that is in permanent ferment.

The construction of the American bases in Morocco, following
so shortly upon the conclusion of
an agreement with Franco's Spain,
pointed out again that American
strategists evidently consider central Europe an advance battle
area. This can not fail to have ·its
effects upon the German and
French masses who can hardly
help seeing their lands as buffer
stops to delay possible Russian
advances in the event of the outbreak of another war.

German Rearmament
usT now, French periodicals are
engaged in a very close examination of German rearmament
and, almost without exception,
they are unhappy about it. They
see in any rearming of the German people only the danger of
a renaissance of Fascism. Albert
Beguin alludes in Esprit to the
letter of the "Bruderschaft," managed by the Nazi general, von
Mannteufel. In Terre Humaine,
Etienne Borne speaks of the "retour eternel" of Fascism. His comment appeared in a discussion of
the review Europe Nazione which
is being published in Rome where
"the most delicate elite of the
spirits who were and are collaborators, such as Serrano Suner and
Oswald Mosley and Abel Bonnard
and Dr. Grimm, have their rendezvous."
In the Revue de Paris, Robert
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d'Harcourt examines the neo-Nazi
circles in Germany which "have
been without any considerable importance so far but which will
grow rapidly when a German army
has been formed." He says that
"the apparent prosperity of Germany is only a fac;:ade behind
which the way of life of a very
small circle of privileged persons
provoke the great masses of the
people more every day." It is upon
this discontent that the neo-Nazis
feed.
"Hitler never had a program
either, and yet. . . . " D'Harcourt
only indicates the way. He points
to the enormous success of the
book of the Nazi general Guderian
which includes the phrase, "Carry
your head as high as you once
did in the parades!" And, finally,
d'Harcourt mentions "a kind of
hereditary defect with which the
word 'democracy' seems to be afflicted in the (West) German Re·
public, a regime which does not
dare to pronounce the word."
Claude Bourdet, in L'Obseroateur goes into considerable more
detail in an article entitled, significantly, "The Myth of the European Army."
"Too fresh souvenirs and traditional anxieties," Bourdet says,
"make the idea of a new German
army unpopular in France. And
so our government, under American pressure, has found the solution to the problem of German
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contingents in a 'European army'
... by which they intend to prevent the danger of German militarism. But Max Lerner wrote as
early as a year ago in the New
York Post: 'They affirm that we
would not permit a German army.
We should enroll it in a European
unity. What folly to suppose that
a million German soldiers would
not be a German army simply because they carry the label of European.'"
Bourdet then outlines a very
unpleasant but very plausible picture of coming events. He starts
off with a short but good characterization of a German town where
there exists, on the surface, a
strong opposition to any form of
remilitarization but where, at the
same time, the old military elements already have the tables reversed. Looking into the future,
Bourdet writes:
"One day (about November,
1951) a person whose behavior
betrays the official under the civilian clothing appears to the local
authorities as a representative of
Bonn. At the direction of the
allied general staff, he has come to
organize the local recruiting center. He needs experts. What more
natural than to make use of the
specialists who reside in the town?
And so the representative of Bonn
places at the head of the local
office his old friends, General X
and Colonel Y who, incidentally,
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are already the powers behind the
throne of the local government.
Colonel Y will be the real boss,
but behind the scenes because he
was a member of the S. S. After
some weeks, the local office will
have become a true local military
headquarters. Germany works rapidly. Soon every man who can
carry a weapon receives a detailed
questionnaire. The young men are
in bad humor but they fill out
the questionnaire. i\.fter all, who
in Germany would refuse to fill
out an official questionnaire? The
men will be registered in conformity to their special capabilities.
"In the early part of 1952, the
first group is called up. Great posters appear in the town: 'For Europe and the Fatherland!' The
local papers of the C.D.U. (Catholic party) and of the rightist parties beat the drums in favor of
recruiting. The socialist papers
mutter but they don't dare to suggest a boycott. And so the recruiting succeeds with little difficulty
although the young men are far
from enthusiastic. The unemployed and the old corporals will
be attracted by the good pay. Some
months later, the town has its first
parade, a splendid spectacle with
stirring music, the old military
marches, and above all the new
American tanks. The people are
enthusiastic. The combat has been
won. The merchants bow again
before the Herr Officials. The

democrats look at each other with
melancholy and shrug their shoulders. In the by-elections, the socialists take an enormous loss in votes.
The neo-Nazis gain. The C.D.U.
J
gets rid of its liberal elements and '"'
the Christian syndicalists.
"The local factory goes back to
manufacturing war goods. The
boom of the military orders proIP
duces a sense of general well-being,
and unemployment, as in 1936, •
disappears."
Bourdet explains that "this portrait of a town is a portrait of all
towns in West Germany. And, in
consequence, Bonn must create
regional district offices and a central office in Bonn which is given •
the fascinating title: 'Central Direction of the German Troops for
the European Army.' The 'Direction' performs the duties of a general staff and war office. And the
gentlemen of the 'Direction' collaborate, as is natural, very cordially with the gentlemen of Eisen- "'
hower's SHAPE where the correctness and the energy of the German
gentlemen would, of course, be
very highly esteemed. Projects are
set up, manoeuvres of the German
contingents of the European army
are arranged. And M. Pleven (the
French Prime Minister) can declare that 'the European army
in the French conception has become a reality.' Actually, of course,
at the end of 1952 there are only
German troops in West Germany
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serving under German commanders."
Bourdet then goes on to show
h,ow this new German army goes
about making itself necessary to
the Americans and how it builds
up its case that it must extend its
power and autonomy in order to
withstand a potential Russian offensive. The end of the story presents two possible alternatives:
either the Russians, in the face of
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the always swelling German army,
will prefer a preventive war, or the
Russians will try to reach an agreement with the German generals
about Germany and Europe and
come springing out of the Atlantic
front equipped with the most
modern American materials.
"And," Bourdet concludes sarcastically, "during all this time,
the politicians will be talking
firmly about the 'European army.'"

We have indeed a message for the world. But it is
not our message. It is God's message which we are to
speak, the witness of Christ, the message of the cross.
This message comprehends the dignity of human life,
but not a dignity which we have and possess, which we
claim as a right, which we establish and enforce, in
order to overcome the chaos which we have brought
upon ourselves. The message entrusted to us says that
God in His incomprehensible mercy, as revealed in
Christ, has bestowed on lis a dignity to which we are
not in any way entitled-a dignity which enables us, in
the midst of a chaotic world that is clearly rushing to
its own destruction, to live as men and women, yes, as
children of God, wherever and whenever we rely in
faith on his promise. The only real dignity that belongs
to human life is God's infinite love in sending Jesus
Christ to men as they really are: to the publican and the
prostitute, the thief and the murderer, the man who
betrays and sells his human dignity and thus lets chaos
loose in God's creation. That is the human dignity
which we as Christians have to proclaim. That is the
only dignity we can proclaim.
MARTIN NIEMOELLER

Letter From
Xanadu, Nebraska
Dear Editor:
Well, thank Heaven, Christmas
is over for another year. What a
mixed-up business it was around
here this year! Instead of snow,
we had slush all over the place,
the kids came down with colds
(and no wonder, the way they
were wolfing candy), and my store
looks a mess. With all of the confusion, I couldn't even get to
church on Christmas Day, so I
suppose Rev. Zeitgeist will be on
my neck again. These preachers
ought to try running a business
some time. They'd find out that
a holiday is just the day after
the night before for a business
man.
But I shouldn't complain, I
guess. Christmas sales were just
good enough to make this the best
year yet, as far as money goes. But
all it means, I'm afraid, is that
yours truly moves into a higher
income-tax bracket.
What with Christmas and all,
I haven't had a chance to do much
on the fund-raising drive for the

new gymnasium-prayer chapel.
There should be some donations
coming in this week so that they
can get in under the wire on this
year's taxes. But after the first of
the year we'll really get going.
Meanwhile another problem has
come up. You remember we retired old Rev. Goettlich back in
1948 and, at the time, we gave
him a pension of $75.00 a month.
Now I hear that Mrs. Goettlich
has come down with arthritis and
is going to be needing treatment
and probably is going to be bedfast for quite a while to come.
Some of the guys in the congregation feel pretty bad about it and
it has been suggested that we either
up the pension or take over the
doctor bills.
You know what I think of Rev.
Goettlich. After all, he baptized
me and confirmed me and married
me and baptized both of the kids.
But, after all, we have to be a
little bit practical about some of
these things, too. We paid him a
pretty good salary all the time he
24
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was here and he got an allowance
for his car and I suppose he did
pretty well on fees. We certainly
didn't require him to have eight
kids of his own or to adopt those
three Braun kids when their folks
were killed. I remember telling
him at the time that one of these
days he wouldn't be able to preach
any more and then what did he
think he was going to live on.
Well, you know Goettlich. You
just couldn't talk sense to him
about money. I don't think he
even knew where it came from.
I don't know what we can do
about it with this building program and next year's big special
collection and all but it occurred
to me that you guys who run
magazines might say something
now and then about this sort of
thing. I mean, you feel ·cheap as
all get out seeing your old preacher
on a spot like this but, doggone
it, who got him into this jam in
the first place? Take me, for instance. If I lose my health and
have to give up the store, is anybody going to support me the rest
of my life? You tell me who.
I'd like to see this whole thing
put on a business basis and I'd
like to see you guys get behind
that kind of a program. I think a
preacher ought to know just exactly what he can expect to get in
the way of income when he retires

and that it ought to be understood
all around that that is going to
be that, period. Then if he still
wants to take in every kid that
loses his parents and feed every
bum that shows up at the parsonage it's his own business but
he knows he is going to have to
take the consequences. I don't like
this having to put these charity
things on a personal basis. Nine
times out of ten, you either have
to go against your better judgment or against your conscience
and either way it's mighty uncomfortable.
Well, I guess you have your
own problems so I'll try to end on
a more cheerful note. I got the
wife a television set for Christmas
and it's sure a beaut. It's one of
those combination jobs with radio,
television, and a three-speed record player all in one. I got it for
ten percent off but it still set me
back more than $5oo.oo. I don't
care a whole lot for television myself because my eyes bother me
after I watch it for a while but
Mom gets a big kick out of it and,
besides, practically everybody else
in town seems to have one and
you feel kind of left out of the
conversation when everybody else
starts talking about Milton Berle
and you haven't even seen him.
Regards,
G. G.

AND MUSIC MAKERS
Some Overtures) a Woman Pianist) and a Violinist
BY WALTER A. ·HANSEN
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Operas come and go. Nowadays one must emphasize the
going rather than the coming.
Many operas have vanished from
the boards-particularly in the
United States.
How many citizens of our land
have heard Carl Maria von Weber's Euryanthe, his Der Freischutz,
or his Oberon? Exceedingly few.
The late Philip Hale, one of
the most astute music critics of
recent times, spoke of Oberon as
"a dull opera, with some beautiful music." He called Euryanthe
"dull beyond redemption." Der
Freischutz seems to have found
far more favor in his eyes than
Euryanthe and Oberon.
Yet the overtures to these three
operas are masterpieces. For many
years they have been standard
concert fare. In all probability,
they will retain their popularity
for a long time. They are melodious and vivid. They are scored
with extraordinary skill. Von Weber was a master of the orchestra.

Many of the operas written by
Gioacchino Rossini have gone the
way of all flesh-except in the history books. But the overtures?
They are full of life and power.
Concert audiences lap them up.
Why not? They are masterpieces.
Even the much-abused overture to
William Tell abounds in unquestionable greatness.
Yes, it 'is easy to turn up one's
nose at the overture to William
Tell. But more than one composer
would have given a leg, an arm, an
eye, or even an ear if, by some
miracle, he had been able to write
music so graphic, so captivating,
and so tuneful.
A W oman Pianist
" A short time ago I heard a
~~- young woman pianist play
compositions by George Gershwin,
Johannes Brahms, Ludwig van
Beethoven, and Franz Liszt. Her
name is Eunice Podis. Her readings held me spellbound.
Miss Podis played Gershwin's
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Concerto in F and his Rhapsody
in. Blue; the piano part of Brahms'
Quintet for Piano and Strings, in
F Minor, Op. 34; Beethoven's Concerto No. J, in C Minor, Op. 37,
and Liszt's Concerto in E Flat Major (Triangle Concerto).
Think of the radically different
styles of writing exemplified in
these five compositions. Yet Miss
Podis was at home in every work.
This is unusual. In fact, it is extraordinary.
What about woman pianists?
Can they be as able in their field
as men?
Pianists, you know, need a large
amount of physical strength. Consequently, many devotees of music conclude out of hand that a
woman can never play the piano
as well as a man. To this I say,
"Stuff and nonsense! "
Those listeners who take special
delight in the pounding and mauling to which numerous males resort when they attempt to display
their pianistic prowess will agree
that no female-unless she happens to be a Teresa Careno-can
ever be in the running. But sober
reflection shows us that pianoplaying does not demand the
mauling power of a Jack Dempsey
or a Joe Louis.
Miss Podis is not a large woman.
Nevertheless, she showed that she
has every bit of the technical
agility and every bit of the stamina
required by the exceedingly diffi-
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cult piano part of Brahms' Piano
Quintet, and she made it clear
that she has all the skill and all
the physical sturdiness necessary
for the proper performance of
Beethoven's Concerto No. 3·
But was Miss Podis equal to the
requirements of Liszt's E Flat
Major Concerto, the composition
which Eduard Hanslick, of the
sharp tongue and the venomous
pen, dubbed the Triangle Concerto because the composer, flouting custom, called for a pointed
and startling use of the triangle in
the Scherzo? She was. The tremendous octave passages in the work
were not too much for her.
How I loathe the execrable
taste revealed by "strong" males
who try to make Liszt's octave
passages sound like jet planes and,
by way of contrast, literally drench
the lyric parts of the concerto with
molasses! I am sure that Liszt himself never played the work in such
a way. Liszt, you see, was a musician. So is Miss Podis.
The Triangle Concerto contains
a mixture of lovesickness and fiery
brilliance. It is Liszt himselfLiszt as he lived, moved, and had
his being.
James Gibbons Huneker, who,
as a rule, was as sharp-witted in
his judgments as he was clever
with his pen, declared that Liszt
wrote cadenzas for piano and orchestra and called them concertos.
Fine! Nevertheless, the proper ex-
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position of Liszt's concertos requires sterling musicianship in
addition to phenomenal technical
skill.
Do you recall the frequently
repeated seven-note figure in the
Abbe's E Flat Major Concerto?
According to Liszt himself, it
stands for the German words, Das
versteht ihr alle nicht. Naturally,
a translation must retain the seven
syllables and the accentuation of
the original. I suggest "That you
all don't understand."
To the agile-brained Hale the
tremendous octave passages in the
Triangle Concerto suggested "the
remorseless dash of an eagle upon
its prey."
Many Americans-! should say
United Statesians-fumble the ball
and miss the bus when they undertake to play or to conduct the
music of Gershwin. As a rule, nonUnited Statesians are completely
at sea when they approach the
compositions of this richly gifted
American composer.
Miss Podis, however, was comfortably at home in Gershwin's
Concerto in F and in the Rhapsody
in Blue. This did not surprise me.
Why not? Because one has a right
to expect a well-rounded and
broad-minded United States musician to be able to capture the
genuine and authentic United
States tang that is characteristic of
Gershwin's writing. But many do
not do so as well as Miss Podis.

It is unusual to find an artist
who, like Miss Podis, is at home
to an equal degree in works by
Gershwin, Brahms, Beethoven, and
Liszt.
Down with the notion that
women cannot learn to play the
piano as well as men!
This sets me to thinking about
the important and indispensable
role women have played-and,
thank fortune, continue to playin cultivating and dispensing music in our land.
Where would the orchestras of
our nation be if they did not have
the support of women-as workers,
as propagandists, and, in many
instances, as players? Exactly nowhere. Disprove this statementif you can.
I know that the venerable Jose
Iturbi did not want women in the
Rochester (New York) Symphony
Orchestra when he was conductor
of that organization. And I have
read that the redoubtable Sir
Thomas Beecham, Bart., once declared, "If the ladies are ill-favored,
the men do not want to play next
to them; and if they are wellfavored, they can't."
But Mr. Iturbi's stand was based
on flimsy thinking, and Sir Thomas
was trying to be witty.
A Violinist

f\ To speak of any violinist as
•. playing a la Paganini is to
say a great deal, for many think
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that since the days of the fabulously gifted Italian sorcerer no
master of the violin has been able
to play with the dumbfounding
cunning with which Paganini astounded his audiences.
Paganini's wizardy on the fingerboard and with the bow was so
amazing that more than one listener was moved to exclaim, "That
man is in league with the Devil!"
Yet I venture to believe that if
Paganini had heard Ossy Renardy
-as I did a short time ago-play
his-Paganini's-Concerto in D
Minor, he would have patted the
young man on the back in genuine
admiration. Then the Italian wizard would have said to Renardy,
"Ossy, you are one of the few
violinists upon whom my mantle
has fallen."
Renardy's technical skill is astounding and dazzling in its comprehensiveness. Those who go to
hear him because they are interested primarily in the mechanical aspects of violin-playing revel
to their hearts' content in the
young man's breath-taking agility.
They note that Renardy works almost every conceivable kind of
sorcery on the fingerboard and
with the bow.
Those who couple their interest
in this man's dexterity with curiosity concerning his stature as an
artist soon realize that they are
in the presence of a violinist who
does not sacrifice musicianship
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and penetrating insight on the
altar of display.
I heard Renardy play Jeno
Hubay's transcription of a Larghetto from the pen of Georg
Frideric Handel. The beauty of
his tone-he has one of the finest
fiddles in the world-held me spellbound. I took keen pleasure in the
clarity of his playing and in the
preciseness of his intonation. But
I found far more than this in
Renardy's reading of the Larghetto. I was aware at once of
the artist's ability to let the music
speak with direct, unassuming,
and forceful dignity.
Then Renard'y turned to Beethoven's Spring Sonata, for violin
and piano, a masterpiece in the
field of chamber music, and I
realized with redoubled sharpness
that the young violinist is a musician endowed with extraordinary
acumen. Naturally, I paid close attention to Wolfgang Rose, who
played the piano part of Beethoven's beautiful sonata, and I noted
the oneness of purpose with which
the two artists presented the work.
Renardy made no attempt to detract from the importance of what
Beethoven assigned to the pianist,
and Mr. Rose, in turn, did not
strive to give top-heavy emphasis
to his part of the performance. It
was particularly gratifying to observe how masterfully the two artists set forth the bewitching vividness of the tricky Scherzo.
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To move from a work by the
mighty Beethoven to a composition by Paganini is like departing
from a land teeming with greatness to enter a domain in which
dazzling brilliance reigns supreme.
Few violinists can be at home to
the same degree in these two diametrically different forms of ex-

pression. But just as the exposition of Beethoven's sonata was in
keeping with Beethoven's thought
and style, so the performance of
Paganini's Concerto in D Minorwith a cadenza written by Emile
Sauret and amplified, to some extent, by Renardy himself-was
thoroughly a la Paganini.

RECENT RECORDINGS
LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN. Concerto in
G Major, No. 4, for Piano and
Orchestra, Op. 58. Artur Rubinstein, pianist, with the Royal Philharmonic Orch es tra under Sir
Thomas Beecham, Bart.-An album from The Treasury of Immortal Performances. The r eading
is excellent. Rubinstein uses a cadenza written by Camille SaintSaens. RCA Victor WCT-48.
JoHANNES BRAHMS. Concerto in B
Flat Major, No. 2 , for Piano and
Orchestra, Op. 8;. Vladimir Horowitz, pianist, with the NBC Symphony Orchestra under Arturo Toscanini. Another re-recording for
the Treasury. Horowitz and Toscanini gave an impressive p erformance of this monumental work. By
re-recording I mean that the reading has been transferred from the
original 78s to the new and vastly
better 45s. RCA Victor WCT-38.
ANTONIN DvoRAK. Concerto in B
Minor, for 'Cello and Orchestra,
op. I04· Pablo Casals, 'cellist, with
the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
under George Szell.-Another Treas-

ury Series album. Casals and Szell
give a lucid exposition of Dvorak's
fine concerto. RCA Victor WCT-39.
CLAUDE ACHILLE DEBUSSY. Pelleas et
Melisande. Sung by Leila Ben
Sedira, soprano; Irene Joachim, soprano; Emile Rousseau, soprano;
Germaine Cernay, contralto; Jacques Jansen, tenor; Etcheverry,
baritone; Nargon, baritone, and
Paul Cabanel, bass. The Yvonne
Gouverne Chorus takes part in the
performance. Roger Desormiere is
the conductor.-This fine recording
was made in France a number of
years ago and is now issued in the
Treasury Series. The presentation
has all the sensitiveness required
by Debussy's exceedingly sensitive
way of writing. Many regard Pelleas et Melisande as one of the
greatest of all operas. This, of
course, is a matter of taste. I myself am interested chiefly in the
orchestral part. The story, based
on a poem by Maurice Maeterlinck,
leaves me cold. The opera is given
in its entirety in this recording.
RCA Victor WCT-61.
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BIOGRAPHY
THE FORRESTAL DIARIES

'

Edited by Walter Millis with the
collaboration of E. S. Duffield.
New York. The Viking Press.
1951. 581 pages. $5.00.
HE fORRESTAL DIARIES hit the

T book stores with much enthusias-

tic fanfare. The reasons offered by
the publisher are perhaps adequate:
"The release of The Forrestal Diaries
is indisputably a unique publishing
event. No diary of so highly confidential nature has ever before been
made public so soon after the fact,
and it comes at precisely the time to
throw most light on the background
of today's serious international crisis." Without doubt, the Diaries
drawn from Forrestal's notes shed
light on our dynamic world. In this
light, they make for historical data
which are usable.
On the other hand, diaries are always suspect. The WTiters of such
notes are usually subjective and are
usually WTiting for posterity. Valu-

able as Forrestal's notes might be for
this or that, they have not yet passed
the test of objectivity. Revelations of
new data, in fact, are not frequent.
Apparently much was omitted.
Therefore, I cannot accept the high
claim of the publisher: ". . . it is
the most revealing public document
of our time." Most is a big word.
At the same time, the book will
open your eyes to intrigues, personalities, and difficulties of public life,
government work, and foreign diplomacy. Above all, "In it one may read
the continuation and the completion
of the story of one of America's outstanding public servants through
some of the most difficult and critical years of American history."

MOTIIER AND QUEEN
The Story of Queen Mary
By Marion Crawford. New York.
Prentice Hall. 1951. 232 pages.
$3-so.
CRAWFORD scored quite a
M
hit not long ago with The Little Princesses, the story of her life as
ARION
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governess to Their Royal Highnesses, the Princesses Elizabeth and
Margaret Rose. One cannot help
feeling that she was too much in a
hurry to follow up one success with
another. At any rate, this biography
of Queen Mary is quite unsatisfactory.
The Queen Mother is one of the
most fascinating persons of contemporary England. For a quarter century the consort of the late beloved
King George V, she did much to
shape the present image of the monarchy. After the death of her husband, she continued to typify all
that was good and substantial in the
monarchy, particularly in the days
of crisis attendant upon the abdication of King Edward VIII and the
accession of King George VI.
Her accomplishments, then, speak
for themselves. "Crawfie" has, unfortunately, felt it necessary to indite
an ode in the guise of biography and
one gets an uneasy feeling that she
does not really know Queen Mary
well enough to write much about
her. The factual details which she
supplies would be available in practically any short life of the queen,
and even these are presented so confusedly that one finds it almost impossible to follow the thread. The
fulsome praise not only does not
contribute anything to our understanding of the queen but must, we
suspect, be very embarrassing to one
as disciplined and proper as is Queen
Mary.
Some of the illustrations are quite
charming.

CURRENT AFFAIRS
THE STATE OF ASIA
By Lawrence Rosinger and Associates. New York. Knopf. 1951. 546
pages.

TilE VOICE OF ASIA
By James A. Michener. New York.
Random House. 1951. 338 pages.
$3.50·
VERYBODY is talking about Asia,
but hardly anybody is doing
anything about it. Here is an opportunity to at least learn something
about Asia. But beware. Going
through these almost one thousand
pages requires intestinal fortitude
and patience. Much patience. And
again, beware. The world, America
-perhaps too much-will be viewed
from a different perspective after this
reading. It is much nicer to keep the
status quo.
The first work listed is a history
book. Mostly recent history. Here
are the cold, hard, "facts" of China,
Mongolia, Sinkiang, Tibet, Korea,
Japan, Indochina, Thailand, Burma,
Malaya, the Philippines, Indonesia,
India, and Pakistan-the far-off
places in the news. Various authors
such as Owen and Eleanor Lattimore, John Maki, and S. B. Thomas
have contributed their extensive
knowledge to make it possible for
this book to be published under the
auspices of the American Institute of
Pacific Relations (there is that awful
name again). The AIPR, as an organization, "does not express opinions or advocate policies and there-
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fore does not accept responsibility
for views expressed in this book."
"It is in the belief," then, "that
we need to understand more of what
is happening inside Asian countries
and of what Asian peoples are thinking about and striving for, and simply know what is being done to Asia
by the outside world, that this volume has been prepared."
Many facts from certain areas inside Asia are hard to ascertain, of
course. And with various authors
writing on the different areas a point
of view and a definite level of quality is impossible to maintain. This
former, however, may have definite
advantages.
Here in a sense is given the skeleton, the shell of Asia. It is left for
James Michener to give it the heart.
And this he does.
It seems that Mr. Michener had
been a "coward" as he puts it, when
he submitted the manuscript of the
"Tales of the South Pacific" to a
publisher. He was told to leave out
a certain "tale" that didn't fit anyway. It was his first book, and he
was anxious to get it published; he
obliged.
Michener's thoughts of the Pacific
"were pretty well distilled" in the
tale of a professor, "Lobeck the Asiatic," he called him, who was serving in the Navy during the war.
"The professor brought with him his
interest in anthropology and a hankering suspicion that perhaps the
white man, after all, had not been
destined by God to rule all colored
races."
"He used to bore his companions
with theories like America's destiny
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would not be determined by her relations with Europe, as he had always taken for granted, but rather
in Asia, where the bulk of the
world's population resided and from
which no doubt would rise the bulk
of the world's problems."
"One day his companions took
him on a safari through Bougainville. When Lobeck saw the utter
filth of the jungle, when he saw men
with scrotums that had to be carried
in wheelbarrows he became sick and
his companions laughed: 'You've
been bleating about Asia. But at the
first taste you throw up. Some Asiatic.'"
By means of this book Mr. Michener has tried to atone for his
"cowardice." In Asia he talked to as
many people as he could. He would
ask questions for hours, and then let
the Asian ask questions of him. As
the Asian began to talk he would
"tear up all that he had copied, for
when the Asian started to ask questions the things that were really eating him came out." Here are their
stories-"he cannot swear that all is
true, he has not edited their thoughts
and there are obvious contradictions
in remarks and statistics." Read
them. The future is not bright.
THE~DNATIONSAND

POWER POLITICS
By John Maclaurin. New York.
Harper and Brothers. 1951. 46f
pages. $s.oo.
HE

tone of the book is set by the

author's opening paragraph in
T
the well-written and provocative
Preface: "This is a book by a lay-
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man for laymen. Its purpose is to
help the reader to understand world
affairs. With apologies where due, I
have assumed that the reader knows
no more about public affairs in general and the United Nations in particular than busy people normally
pick up from their newspapers and
radio." In this manner, the author
has made clear the machinery of the
United Nations Organization and its
operation.
John Maclaurin believes in the
United Nations and world government. He also believes in political
and economic democracy, in a feeling of responsibility and solidarity,
the expansion of civil liberties, and
in kindliness and sincerity. His faith
is gathered up in the following statement : "I am skeptical of all governments and want to see them checked
by informed and freely expressed
public opinion pressed home through
democratic machinery."
On the international level, he does
not feel that the cold war is ". . .
the be-ali and end-all of statesmanship." It is not necessary at all that
the United States bury itself in power politics. He says: "My view is on
the contrary that we should measure our leaders against the positive
policy they ought to pursue and
nothing else." To him, this demands
of the United States and the United Nations the moral approach, the
only common-sensible approach. But
the United States has been long on
power and short on morality. The
last year has shown that we are a
racket society. " .. . between nations,
or at least between the rulers of nations, piracy and gangsterism are still

regarded as acceptable and even necessary." Have the world leaders become blind leaders of the blind? Incidentally, Maclaurin is the penname of a well-known educator. He
has nothing of which to be ashamed.

MASTER PLAN U.S. A.
By John Fischer. New York. Harper and Brothers. 1951. 253 pages.
$3.00.
"A Note to the Reader," John
Fischer maintains that "This book
is an informal report on what is
happening to American foreign policy- on the men who handle it, the
way their plans are moving, and
their chances for success." Further'more, the author of Why They Behave Like Russians has written
about some of the central mysteries
fi nd complexities of American foreign policy in a language and style
that all can grasp. The book is readable. In these characteristics lies the
chief merit of the book.
A lot of people feel that our foreign policy is "Fouled Up a Bit."
These people tend then to assume
that there is no planned foreign policy. The fact is that · the United
States does have a Master Plan b eing
worked out by the N ational Security
Council. According to Fischer, "The
most terrifying thing . . . is that
we do not know what American policy is." He seems to think that the
trouble " . . . lies with Truman;
and until 1952 nothing much can
be done about it." He hastens to
add, however, that the main decisions h ave been sound and that
"Even the Republicans have concen-
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trated most of their fire on details,
rather than on the main direction
of the policy." Fischer keeps asking
for "the compelling, farsighted leadership which only a truly great President can supply."
What is the Master Plan? The
United States should draw a line
near the present borders of the Soviet and then should keep the
U.S.S.R. on their side of the line. To
do this, we must build up the
strength of the free nations. If the
Soviets cannot be contained by this
method, then we must resign ourselves to the inevitability of a Third
World War. Most of us certainly
know about this. Now and then a
MacArthur or a Hoover rises to muddy the waters. But this has been our
obvious policy since the Truman
Doctrine was established in Greece
and Turkey. Truman has carried out
these main directives of the Plan.
The citizens of the United States
are probably more confused about
the methods to be employed and at
what time and in what circumstances.
In the final analysis, all of us are
geared to the obvious protection of
the United States. The reviewer agrees,
however, with Fischer that ". . . we
will find the cold and steady patience to last out the course."
In addition to the discussion of
the Master Plan U.S.A., the author
reported adequately (though superficially as he promised) on the various problem areas around the world
to which general American policy
must be particularized. In these sections, he said little that was new.
He admits, however, that large pieces
are still missing from the Plan: "a
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smooth-running organization; steadiness and dependability in its operation; a long-range goal that will give
us the initiative in the struggle for
the human mind." According to him,
the chances in the ultimate for our
success are good: "Both justice and
the course of history are on our side,
however-and the outcome can never
be in doubt so long as the American people accept 'the responsibility
of moral and political leadership
which history plainly intended them
to bear.'"

DEMOCRACY IN A WORLD
OFTENSION I
Edited by Richard McKeon with
the assistance of Stein Rokkan.
Chicago. The University of Chicago. 1951. 540 pages. $4.50.
HE purpose of UNESCO is to
sponsor international collaboration and understanding through
education, science, and culture. "The
problem of establishing a program
of common action based on the different philosophic views, religious
beliefs, and political systems represented in the member-states was a
practical exercise in exploring the
consequences of the different conceptions of human rights, democracy,
freedom, law, and justice on the cooperation and antagonism of nations." An important first project
of UNESCO was an inquiry into
and study of the various philosophical foundations of democracy around
the world. This was an attempt to
arrive at the basic concepts in various cultures on the assumption that
". . . groups which depart from dif-
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less, after close examination we can
find no reason for doubting Mr.
Waithman's sanity and are compelled to conclude that he actually
believes this.
With eleven years as American
correspondent for the London News
Chronicle behind him and a pen
loaded with typical British wit, the
author presents his view of America
in a series of sketches and dialogues.
Nowhere does his optimism fall victim to naivete, nor does his criticism
delight in malicious wit. We advise
it as a healthy antidote to the neuroses of both the left and the right,
for if it has seldom happened that
an Englishman has captured an enchanting vision of the U.S.A., we
have it here recorded at least once.
CHARLES R. ScoLARE

EDUCATION

THE DAY BEFORE TOMORROW
By Robert Waithman. New York.
Charles Scribner's Sons. 1951.
URPRISINGLY enough, the jacket
epitome of this book fairly well
states the impression it left with us.
"This delightful book will probably
come as a shock to a good many
Americans. For in these days of anxiety and fear, tension and worry,
Mr. Waithman offers a strange theory-he has the singular idea that our
country may just possibly be doing
all right both at home and abroad.
In fact, one might say Mr. Waithman is hopeful." We realize that
such notions sound utterly ridicu·
lous, and that hope is completely out
of fashion this season, but neverthe-
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ferent convictions will come to different conclusions about the objective nature of human rights, democracy, law, and like institutions." This
type of study must be sponsored that
". . . the community of all men can
be directed to the common good."
The study was made in part on
the basis of a questionnaire sent out
to more than five hundred experts.
Attendant to the questionnaire was
much correspondence. The replies
were analyzed and assembled. In addition, thirty-three essays were written by representatives from fourteen
different nations. All this was incor·
porated into Democracy in a World
of Tension. In this text, one can
come into contact with some of the
world's great minds. The book made
for a delightful excursion into the
truths and tensions of world democracy. Tough but rewarding reading.

GOD AND MAN AT YALE
By William F. Buckley, Jr. Chicago. Henry Regnery. 1951. 240
pages. $3.50.
ITH the publication of this attack upon "the superstitions
of academic freedom," William F.
Buckley, Jr., has become as controversial a figure on the national level
as he was on the undergraduate level
when, as chairman of the Yale Daily
News, he needled the administration
and faculty of his alma mater with
charges of abusing the confidence of
Yale's alumni. His thesis is, and was,
that Yale belongs to its alumni who,
through the Yale Corporation, are
charged with determining what Yale
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is or is not to teach and he maintains among its alumni, it does seem evithat the "superstition of academic dent to this reviewer that a Unifreedom" has been used as a justifi- versity, as we have come to conceive
cation for emphases which do not co- of it, can never be "owned" in the
incide with the beliefs of Yale's sense that a house or a car or a pockalumni.
et watch can be owned. A university
He holds that Yale's alumni be- "belongs to" its alumni, indeed, but
lieve strongly that Christianity and also to the world of scholarship, to
individualism are the basic tenets of its faculty, to its deceased members
a desirable educational philosophy who gave it their lives and labors,
but that, in fact, the most influen- and to the young and the unborn
tial faculty members at Yale cham- who will some day constitute its
pion agnosticism or actual atheism membership. The legalistic assumpin the spiritual realm and collectiv- tion that the University, at any givism in the economic and political en moment, belongs solely to the
realms. In support of his claim, he body of alumni who happen to concites examples of influential faculty stitute its legal owners at that momembers and of te'Xtbooks which fol- ment does violence to the whole conlow these lines. And he calls for a re- cept of a university as, in a sense, a
assertion of alumni control over the living organism.
educational policies of Yale.
To say this does not, however, inThis brief summary of Buckley's • validate the criticisms that Buckley
position is, necessarily, sketchy but it makes of much of its teachings, criticovers the essential points. The re- cisms which, incidentally, are temaction to his book has been rather perately stated and reflect a real afviolent, some critics calling it high- fection and admiration for Yale. He
ly significant and others damning it points up that the vaunted "objecas ill-tempered and poorly docu- tivity" of many of the members of
mented. More to the point, perhaps,
the faculty is, in reality, an unadmitit has been pointed out that Buckley ted anti-religious and anti-individis himself a Roman Catholic and ualistic bias and he urges, with contherefore in a poor position to judge siderable cogency, that too often the
objectively an institution such as great questions which have occupied
Yale which is, at most, vaguely Prot- the attention of the best minds of
estant.
the past are dismissed, not by arguThe heart of the argument, it ment, but by innuendo and sarcasm.
would seem to this reviewer, is Buck- This, he maintains (and we think
ley's assertion that if Yale belongs rightly) is not only an unjustifiable
to its alumni, its faculty is dutyextension of academic freedom but
bound to reflect the deeply-held be- a breach of common honesty. Obliefs of the alumni body. Passing jectivity would demand that these
over the question of whether the le- questions be faced honestly and that
gal ownership of Yale is actually the answers be given by men equalvested in a Corporation chosen from ly qualified to state the alternative
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answers. This, apparently, is not true
at Yale.
It has been interesting to observe
the almost vicious attacks that have
been made upon the book by the defenders of secularized academic freedom. One suspects that these unbiased chaps are pretty adept at dishing out criticism but not too good at
taking it.

FICTION
BRIDE OF THE SABBATH
By Samuel Ornitz. New York.
Rinehart and Company, Incorporated. 1951. 410 pages. $3·75·
HIS is a story of New York's East
Side "from the turn of the century to the beginnings of World
War I." It is therefore the usual
story bounded on every side by Jews,
Irish, Negroes, Italians, Poles-"the
secured and the damned." The bookjacket continued: "Specifically, it
deals with the education of a secondgeneration American J ewish boy
from Orthodox boyhood to liberal
Americanized manhood." This is the
story of Saal Cramer.
The novel was written by a man
who "always liked being a Jew" and
who believes "that man is going
ahead invincibly." He writes with
background since he grew up in Saal
Cramer's time and locale. The novel
also reflects Ornitz's interests and
profession: sociology, criminology,
and psychiatry. By his own confession, he wrote this book "for the
several million Americans who are
bewildered by their peculiar isola-

T

tion, who must want to know how
they got that way and their own
contribution to it." In addition, the
author wants to solve the Jewish
Question by explaining the Jew to
the non-Jew and in the hope that
Christians will be better Christians.
The story of Saal Cramer will certainly introduce the reader to the
characteristics and customs that make
the Jewish people unique in America. Insight will be gained into the
Jewish life of festival and ceremony
(and routine, if you please) : Rosh
Hashana, Yom Kippur, Shabuoth,
the Ninth of Ab, Simhath Torah,
H annukkah, and Succoth-insight into a life on the East Side which
emphasizes harvest festivals as if the
J ews "were still an agricultural people and not sweatshop workers."
Woven into this life were the shrieks
of fire engines and women in pregnancy and "Either could be heard
several times a day." On Friday the
men left their work to prepare for
the Lord's Day, the "Bride," the
Sabbath.
The youngsters learned early about
the complicated life the Jews must
live, even in such a simple thing as
the celebration of Christmas. The
Jews claimed "it was their holiday
too, but without religious significance,
rather another national holiday like
Thanksgiving, this one making Christian good will an American principle." In turn the Gentiles would
growl: "Whose holiday is it anyway!" Such irritations along with
isolationism in the ghettos and an
inferiority complex forced only one
question to be basic and valid in
the interpretation of events and per-
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sons: "Is it good for the Jews?" On
this question and many others, the
Jews did not agree among themselves. Often one Jew would hurl
"kike" at another Jew.
Saal like many other Jews grew
tired of the "relentless regimen." Always it was: "What was kosher
(clean) and what trafe (unclean;
tabu), saying graces perpetually as if
you were a prayer wheel"-observing
every "jot and tittle." As a form of
release, get-rich-quick (actually an
American trait) and become-anAmerican-quick were passions for
Saal and his contemporaries who
were rebellious and willing to break
the pattern. Toss up these "Jewrotics" with Salvation Armies, dime museums, Chinese musicians, funerals,
depressions, gehennas, ghettos, Protestants, and Catholics and you have
quite a story. The non-Jew and Jew
will better understand the Jewish
Question after reading Bride of the
Sabbath.
It was also a tiring book: sex (as
subtle as a locomotive) , Freud, frustration-aggression drives, and the
latest vocabulary of psychiatry and
sociology. Saal gets involved with all
sorts of women just as easily as he
would pick up frowzy salads, overrich pecan pie, and bitter coffee with
cream at a cafeteria, and often with
considerably less expense. The novelist emphasized to a sickening degree the combination of religion and
sex. But then that is the way it is
with us human beings. Nevertheless,
acres and acres of obvious flesh bore
one to tears. Novelists do not even
make a sport, a game of hide-andseek, of it anymore. And I am tired.

THE PRESIDENT'S LADY:
A Novel About Rachel and
Andrew Jackson
By Irving Stone. New York. Doubleday & Company. 1951. 338
pages. $3.50.
HE

wife of the seventh President

of the United States has long
T
been a tragic and controversial figure
in American history. Rachel Donelson
Robards and Andrew Jackson had
been wife and husband for two years
when they learned that Rachel's marriage to Lewis Robards had not actually been dissolved by the Virginia
Legislature. Those who were close
to the unhappy couple knew that
this unfortunate situation had come
about as the result of a misunderstanding. A second marriage ceremony was performed as soon as the
divorce action became final.
But the damage had been done.
Jackson's political enemies kept the
story alive, and, as always, the story
grew in the telling. Rachel was represented as an uncouth, illiterate, and
immoral backwoods woman. The malicious whispers, which began in 1794,
reached a vicious, thundering climax
during the presidential campaign of
1828. Jackson's foes could not keep
him out of the White House. They
could, and did, kill Rachel. Historians
and biographers have uncovered several versions of the incident that
brought on the heart seizure from
which Rachel died on December 22,
1828.

The President's Lady brings to life
the moving story of courageous Rachel Jackson. Irving Stone re-creates
an important era in our national
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life. He says of his book, "The history
to be found within its pages is as
authentic and documented as several
years of intensive research can make
it." A bibliography of some 150
volumes and a special booklet of footnotes attest to the careful study that
has gone into Mr. Stone's engrossing
biographical novel.

MAN BORN OF WOMAN
By James Ronald. Philadelphia and
New York. J. B. Lippincott Company. 1951.
T IS hardly astute of the reviewer to
comment that Man Born of Woman is a near kin to David Copperfield
since the publisher cheerfully points
out this fact on the book jacket.
Quentin, the neglected little hero, is
tossed from rags shared with an artist father to riches begrudgingly provided by a maiden aunt, and back
again to poverty, always more durable. The locale for these picaresque
adventures moves about Europe, coming to final focus in Scotland. All the
characters emerge with a Dickensian
grotesqueness. Like David, too, Quentin remains an appealing, honest lad
despite circumstances vicious enough
to drive any real-life child to utter
delinquency.
The author, who writes with skill,
manages to conjure ,up a warmth
and reality that keeps Man Born of
Woman from being completely preposterous. More important, Mr. Ronald seems to understand the human
heart. There is a quality about this
book-of which you may approve or
disapprove-that is like coming upon
a little house in early night where

I

the windows are ruddy patches of
light and where a woman is frying
onions.
ROBERTA DONSBACH

-r

HISTORY
THE POLITICAL COLLAPSE
OF EUROPE
By Hajo Holborn. New York. Alfred A. Knopf. 1951. 212 pages.
AJO HOLBORN, professor of his-

tory at Yale University, here
H
presents a short, concentrated account

of the independent community of
European states from the closing
years of the Old Regime to the present time. Professor Holborn's work
has the purpose of showing that this
independent community has now
come to an end. It is, he says, no
longer the same community, for it
has been shorn of all its eastern members, and it is no longer independent,
since it cannot maintain its character
of a community of free states without outside assistance. That is what
Professor Holborn means by "the
political collapse of Europe." Not
that Western Europe must be politically written off by Americans, but
that the old European state system
of shifting balance of power, yet overall independence of its major members, is no more.
From a technical point of view, a
great deal of courage and competence
was required to write The Political
Collapse of Europe. For, contrary
to the impression conveyed by the
title, it is not written in analytical
but historical form. The chronological
account never breaks the chain of
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historical continuity and reality. And
yet, by virtue of accompanying acute
analysis and of total effect, it succeeds
without distortion in conveying a
message. Professor Holborn is at his
best in presenting the intra-European
relationships of the Old Regime and
the 1gth century. Only the future
can decide, however, whether many
of his judgments on 20th century
developments are valid or not. Certainly his experiences as military government adviser during and after the
second World War cannot adequately
offset a more thorough, first-hand
study of the materials now available
relating to the last war.
MARTIN H. ScHAEFER

THE SPIRIT OF POLITICS AND
THE FUTURE OF FREEDOM
By Ross J. S. Hoffman. Milwaukee.
Bruce Publishing Co. 1951. g8 pages.
$2-50R. Ross J. HoFFMAN, Professor of
Modern History at Fordham, last
year inaugurated the Gabriel Richard
Lectures sponsored by the National
Catholic Educational Association in
cooperation with an American Catholic university. The topic Hoffman
treats is, admittedly, the great question of the hour, but his treatment
fails to handle adequately the problems involved. To be sure, a lectureship often provides opportunity for
only broad generalizations, but it is
disconcerting to view the sharp contrast of black and white with which
Dr. Hoffman paints the French and
American revolutions, respectively.
How, one wonders, would he evaluate
the role of his own sacred institution

D
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and its priesthood in the debased
social order overthrown by the French
Revolution? Moreover, is it simply
because of its own inherent merits
that, unlike the French, the American
Constitution has been able to survive
every storm?
Dr. Hoffman uses every opportunity to flay economic and social planning; he identifies himself, politically,
with the right, and morally with the
pre-established harmony of a divine
Providence and a law of nature. He
sees the whole broad movement of
nineteenth-century Liberalism in
terms, substantially, of its condemnation in papal utterances; his generalizations, stripped here, at least, of any
factual bases, do in justice to the
social democratic movement of the
last century. The UN organization
was for him "the most fantastic piece
of wishful thinking, of pure pragmatist theorizing in total contempt of
reality-the highest flight into cloud
cuckoo land-in the history of human
daydreaming." The keenest exponent
of natural law theory today, as this
relates to government, is "that gentleman of luminous mind who sits upon
the papal throne." If Hoffman were
to take seriously the evidence of another historian, James Hastings Nich- •
ols in his Democracy and the Churches,
he might be less glib in stating that
Roman Catholic institutions of learning are "so perfectly at home in the
national life, so expressive of the national tradition."
It is not only Hoffman's results
which this reviewer questions, but it
is the slap-dash manner of his arriving
at them. Fordham and the University
of Detroit can have teaching of this
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quality, but it will build neither
thoughtful, critical minds nor a great
democracy. Meanwhile, we are to be
thankful for the sound Christian doctrine never seriously challenged in
Spain, and we may see the present
financial plight of Commonweal as
just retribution for the promotion of
false ideologies.

FROM VERSAILLES TO
THENEWDEAL
By Harold U. Faulkner. New Haven. Yale University Press. 1951.
388 pages. $5.00.
NDER the editorial direction of
Allan Nevins-Pulitzer Prize winner, eminent historian, and prolific
writer and editor-six new volumes
have been added to the much-read
Chronicles of America series. From
Versailles to the New Deal is Volume
51. The reviewer feels that Volume
51 will probably raise the level of the
Chronicles. Perhaps the reviewer has
seen too much of the preceding fifty
volumes.
As the title indicates, this is a
history (political and social) of the
age in which our fathers went "to the
dogs." The present era has actually
• shown us very little with which our
fathers had not become acquainted
in the period from World War I
to the late F. D. R.: war and post-war
problems, prosperity and depression,
Harding and Hoover, Coolidge and
Franklin D. Roosevelt, left-wingism
and laissez faire, farm and labor
problems, fears about the Red Menace, and confusion in the matter of
living. The overtones resounded
from the fabulous "goings-on" in the

U

speakeasies. "In New York City,
Tammany Hall, the ruling political
machine, was reduced to the status
of an agency to protect gangsters and
racketeers operating primarily in the
illicit liquor business."
This book does not contain a penetrating analysis of this section of
American history. All in all, however,
it is a competent and comprehensive
coverage-a panoramic rather than a
microscopic view-of the twenties. It
is well-written history.

HUMOR
BELLA, BELLA KISSED
AFELLA
By Arthur Kober. New York. Random House. 1951. 206 pages. $2.75.
GRoss, only daughter of Louie
BELLA
and Esther Gross, continues her

uncertain progress toward marriage
with Max Fine in this latest series of
stories by that peerless interpreter
of the Bronx, Arthur Kober. As always, the dialect is rich and delightful and the characters are so true to
life that one suspects Kober of being
a stenographer rather than a practitioner of humorous fiction.
Briefly what happens this time is
that Bella gets irked because Max
(who has been drafted) fails to answer
her letters and finds herself a young
man who we all know is not the
man for our Bella, whatever his virtues may be otherwise. Fortunately,
Pa Gross has the situation well in
hand and all is well in the end.
One does not, of course, read Kober for the story but for the dialect.
And then, of course, if one must be
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sociological about these things, there
is the faithful and sympathetic delineation of the contrast between generations-Pa and Ma Gross representing the immigrant generation,
proud of their American citizenship
but rather uncertain about how one
goes about being an American (or
Yenkee); and Bella and her generation, fond of the old folks and yet
frequently embarrassed by them.
A book like this does more for the
cause of tolerance and good will
among nationalities than a dozen
moralistic lectures. And it keeps one
laughing in the process.

THE OLD RELIABLE
By P. G. Wodehouse. New York.
Doubleday. 1951. 217 pages. $2-75·
HE

locale of the story is Holly-

wood, more precisely the manT
sion of an ex-queen of the silent
films. Gathered about her are her sister ("The Old Reliable") , her indigent brother-in-law, a butler with
a history of safe-cracking and a penchant for telling bawdy stories under
the influence, and a brace of young
lovers. The business involves the attempt on the part of just about everybody to glom onto a diary left
by the former owner of the house, a
Mexican star whose memoirs should
be good for almost any amount of
blackmail.
It is probably impossible for P. G.
Wodehouse to write an unfunny
story. One feels, though, that he is
not at his brightest and cheeriest in
a Hollywood setting. The butler is a
creation worthy of the best in the
Wodehousian tradition. The other

characters are almost too laboriously
American. Even so, we shall probably not get any better humor this
season unless Wodehouse writes it.

REFERENCE
A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF
ENGUSH IDIOMS
By William Freeman. Thomas Y.
Crowell Co., New York. 1951. 300
pages. $2 -95·
compilation of 36oo key exthem providexamples of
proper use) is a helpful listing of
British idioms in a popular way. It
does not intend to, nor can it, rival
the standard fuller treatment in H.
W. Fowler's A Dictionary of Modern
English Usage, the U.S. counterpart
of which work is H. W. Horwill's A
Dictionary of Modern American Usage.
Intentionally omitted here are foreign phrases or terms, and such
things as technical, provincial, and
dialect idioms. Even so, an expression like to "throw a spanner in the
works," meaning to interfere with or
check another person's plans, is followed by this definition: "A spanner is a small tool ·used for turning
metal 'nuts.'" Need we have everything simplified?
It is to Mr. Freeman's credit that
he invigorates proverbs and folk sayings. For example, "eat humble pie"
he clarifies with the comment that
"umbles" meant the inferior parts of
a deer, served to servants in a medieval household as a pie whereas the
host and guests dined on the better
HIS

pressions (most of
T
ed with full-sentence
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portions. Similarly "plain as a pikestaff" he derives from the long stick
carried by early pilgrims and on
which was fastened a statement of
their devotion to Christ. Whether
one wishes to speak of behaving
meekly (the former phrase) or of
something unmistakable (the latter
simile), the romantic picture implicit
in the meaning will render the idiom user a real service.
HERBERT H. UMBACH

friends and contentment, sorrow and
adversity, the fatherhood of God,
hope, faith and serenity, and death
and immortality. His selections are
chosen from a very wide field and
range from the heights of Holy Scripture to the abyss of Edgar Albert
Guest, the Midwest Minnesinger.
Generally speaking, his choices are
very good. We agree with the publishers that this book will be very
valuable especially to ministers,
speakers, and writers.

A TREASURY OF INSPIRATION
Edited by Ralph L. Woods. New
York. Thomas Y. Crowell. 1951.
498 pages. $5.00.
T IS

unfortunate that the good old

"inspiration" has come to
Ihavewordconnotations
of naivete and

simple-mindedness and that so many
of the truly inspirational "words that
men live by" have been repeated so
glibly and so mechanically that they
have become cliches.
This "treasury of inspiration"
must, therefore, carry a certain tinge
of triteness, a failing which is the
fault neither of the men whose
words are reproduced nor of the editor of this anthology, but of the
many who have mouthed what genius or high spirits once wrote or
spoke from passion and conviction.
Mr. Woods has arranged his selections under headings indicative of
what man has been inspired by
through the ages: courage and adventure, ambition and achievement,
work and wealth, patriotism and
freedom, the brotherhood of man,
aspiration and action, truth and
beauty, home and love, nature,

RELIGION AND
PHILOSOPHY
ONE AND HOLY
By Karl Adam. New York. Sheed
and Ward. 1951. 130 pages. $2.00.
first thing which should be
about Father Adam's volume is that it is of greater importance than its slender size-and perhaps limited sales-would lead one
to imagine. Father Adam's earlier
Spirit of Catholicism is often taken
as the starting point of the Roman
Catholic Revival in Europe, of the
"return from exile," as it has been
ap tly called. He is rich in more than
years (75) : as the colleague of the
Lutheran theologian Karl Heim he
taught for many years at Tiibingen,
and he is today one of the most
deeply respected theologians of Germany.
The title of the German original,
Una Sancta in katholischer Sicht, expresses more accurately the content
of the book; it consists in three lectures delivered in 1947 before large
HE

T said
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assemblies of the Una Sancta movement in Stuttgart and Karlsruhe. It
is being slowly appreciated in America that changed political and spiritual conditions in Germany have
driven Lutherans and Roman Catholics to enter into vital discussions
with one another. As Adam's book
indicates, such discussions must first
reach some understanding regarding
ecclesiastical abuses during the late
Middle Ages (Lecture One), the significance of Luther as symbol either
of heroic Christian leadership or of
damnable heresy (Lecture Two), and
the means or possibility of reunion
(Lecture Three) .
In his first lecture Adam makes
many significant admissions regarding the darkness of the late Medieval
night and the praiseworthy character
of many of Luther's qualities. Many
things are said which should have
been spoken long ago. Yet it is necessary to point to certain misconceptions promin ent still in Adam's treatment: the failure to understand the
inner dynamics of the faith-relationship in Luther's thought; the refusal to see the sinful opposition of
the hierarchy as extended to such a
point that Luther was actually
forced out of the Church and did
not simply leave it. Adam lays particular stress on what he conceives
to be abnormal features in Luther's
early thou.g ht: an overwhelming
sense of fear before his own sin and
a just God; an Ockhamist, i.e., unchurchly, conception of grace and of
God; the highly subjective character
of his religious experience. Adam's
irenic spirit leads him to obscure
certain basic aspects of Lutheran as
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well as of Roman Catholic teaching.
Adam's book will form the pivot
of significant discussions in Roman
Catholic circles. Yet the review of Father Charles Boyer, S.J., in Unitas,
April-June, 1949, indicates that certain of Adam's statements will be
found to be highly indigestible-just
as a path toward reunion which
leads to a retraction of error and an
acceptance of Roman Catholic dogma will be found impossible for Lutherans. Father Adam's historical integrity and spirit of Christian charity make his work significant and
unique, but the conditions of reunion must be the same: renunciation
and return.

REDISCOVERING THE BIBLE
By Bernhard W. Anderson. New
York. Association Press. 1951. 272
pages. $3 .50.

TIIE BOOK OF TlllRTY
CENTURIES
By Stanley Rypins. New York.
The Macmillan Company. 1951.
420 pages. $7.00.
wo more books about the Bible.
The first is by a professor of ColT
gate-Rochester Divinity School, who
formerly served Methodist churches
in California and Congregational
churches in Connecticut. Most of
this book was written with students,
revised and rewritten with them
while Dr. Anderson was Professor of
Bible at the University of North
Carolina. It is intended for the educated Bible reader and student.
Dr. Rypins' book concerns itself
chiefly with Bible texts, manuscripts,
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translations-with textual cntlcism,
and would appeal to the Biblical
scholar and specialist. He is Professor of English at Brooklyn College
of the College of the City of New
York. His interest in ancient manuscripts was first awakened at Oxford
where he was a Rhodes Scholar and
he has since continued his studies in
this field.
Dr. Anderson and his student colaborers begin with the basic assumption "that one can take the Bible
seriously without taking it literally."
Their discussion rests "not upon
faith in the Bible itself, but commitment to the Christ whom the Bible
presents."
Rediscovering the Bible endeavors
to bridge the gulf between higher
criticism of the beginning of the
century and present day neo·orthodoxy, between religious liberalism
and millennialistic fundamentali sm,
which the authors find "partly right
and partly wrong." As the book
straddles the fence between these two
approaches to the Bible one reads it
with pleasure, but also with some regret.
Dr. Anderson speaks of the pickand·choose approach to the Bible,
especially in the Old Testament. "In
practice many people visit only the
oases of the Old Testament, like the
twenty-third Psalm, and confine
their attention to the New Testament." Still he considers the first
part of the Old Testament mythical,
and the conclusion of the New Testament, including its eschatological
teachings, myths. On the one hand
he accepts the "results" of higher
criticism as the best "theories" we

have at present about the wr1tmg,
collecting, and interpreting of the
Scriptures of the Old and New Covenants. Still he emphasizei the reality
of sin, the need of a Savior, the divinity of Christ, and salvation by
faith in Him.
It is the "fortunate inconsistency"
of this book which makes us happy.
"Christ died for us according to the
Scriptures." His death was a "vicarious death." "Christianity .. . is not
a religion of attainment." "God's
love does for man what man cannot
do for himself." These are strong
statements which indicate that the
author and the co-authors still believe in the core of Christianity and
accept its fundamental teachings.
We hope that the trend toward
true conservatism will continue in
the Protestant churches.
The second book, The Book of
Thirty Centuries by Stanley Rypins,
is a very thorough and scholarly
work which concerns itself with the
nature of the Old Testament text,
with the Greek text of the New Testament, with translations of both,
and with the uncials of the Septuagint and the New Testament. The
usefulness of the book is enhanced
by many pages of notes, charts, and
a general and scripture index.
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CARL ALBERT GIESELER

PRINCE CASPIAN
The Return to Narnia
By C. S. Lewis. New York. Mac·
millan. 1951. 186 pages. $2 .50.
HIS

"story for children" could be

T fully understood and appreciated only by very young children and
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very old saints. We of the difficult
ages in between are young enough
to remember when we thought there
might be more to our world than
meets the eye but we have still much
to learn and much to see before we
shall know, as the old saints know,
that the child's world of talking animals and dancing nymphs and red
..., little dwarfs is as "real" as our concrete jungle and far more pleasant.
Prince Caspian is a sequel to The
Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe,
Lewis' first children's story. In that
story, four English children found
themselves in the mysterious land of
'. Narnia, peopled with fauns, satyrs,
giants, and talking animals and
ruled by the wise and friendly lion,
Asian. Asian's subjects were under
the spell of a wicked White Witch
whose forces Asian, with the help of
the children, destroyed after a furious battle.
The present story takes us back to
Narnia after an interval of many
centuries of Narnian time (about a
year, English time) and the children
find themselves legendary heroes in
a world which men have taken over.
The fauns, satyrs, giants, and talking
animals have had to go into hiding
and the rulers seek to wipe out the
memory of Old Narnia. But the
king's nephew (and the rightful
king) , Prince Caspian, hears of Old
Narnia from his nurse and from his
tutor and casts his lot with the
"mythical" people. The children,
., brought back to Narnia by magic,
find themselves engaged in the great
battle of the Old Narnians against
the invaders and, under the leadership
of Asian, restore the old world
'I
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of walking trees, talking animals,
nymphs, satyrs, fauns, and dwarfs.
A delightful children's story, indeed. · But Asian is a very strange
sort of lion. He appears larger the
older one grows, he is wise and kind,
he can be seen by no one except
those to whom he reveals himself,
' his roar can be heard throughout the
land and it strikes terror into the
hearts of those who hate him, and
his breath imparts his own strength
to those upon whom he breathes.
A very good story for those of
whom is the kingdom of heaven.

WAY TO WISDOM
By Karl Jaspers. New Haven. Yale
University Press. 1951. 208 pages.
$3.00.
translation Karl Jaspers'
thought is only now becoming
T
known in English-speaking counHROUGH

tries. He, Heidegger, and Marcel are
perhaps the leading philosophical
representatives of the existential
movement, and all three will exercise considerable influence both here
and abroad during the years ahead.
The present little volume is aptly
entitled Way to Wisdom, An Introduction to Philosophy. It sprang
from a series of radio talks over a
station in Basel, where Jaspers now
teaches philosophy at the University.
Each deals with a key factor in his
thought, such as what constitutes
philosophy, the Comprehensive, the
Unconditional Imperative, man, the
world, etc. The volume is an especially good introduction to Jaspers'
thought because of its lucid, nontechnical language. The sources of
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his thinking are found in wonder,
doubt, and the key "ultimat~ situations"; his conclusions include the
Comprehensive, which stands beyond
the subject-object dichotomy and embraces it; the inseparability of real
freedom and transcendence, or God;
the significance of the sciences in
their relations to the Comprehensive.
One cannot hope to describe briefly what Jaspers tries valiantly-and
very successfully-to condense for a
broad audience. Philosophers who
are at the same time Christians will
be particularly interested in his
work, and theologians will study his
writings with considerable profit,
since, as Barth said of Jaspers, there
is an "almost prophetic quality" in
his philosophy. He may be of especial significance for Lutheran theology, for, significantly enough, Jaspers regards the study of Luther as
indispensable in the reading of philosophy, because "he himself thought
out the basic existential ideas without which present philosophy would
scarcely be possible."

WE WORK WHILE THE
LIGHT LASTS
By Dom Hubert van Zeller. New
York. Sheed and Ward. 1951. 166
pages. $2 .25.
1fT IS

likely to be a rewarding thing

Jl when a man who has conformed
a long life to Christ in self-sacrificing love writes a set of spiritual reflections. Dom Hubert van Zeller of
Downside Abbey has been a headmaster and housemaster, and is
known today as a retreat-giver, let-

ter-writer, and author. In all probability he has gained a considerable
followi ng. Through the years of his
Benedictine past Dom Hubert has
been given the grace to develop a
mind profoundly Christian. His easygoing style devoted to prevailing
spiritual problems explains the effectiveness of his work. Though the
author's dogmatic frame of reference
may not be shared, the reader will
not fail to receive edification in the
spiritual life from Dom Hubert's
mature guidance.

'·

THE FATHERS OF THE
WESTERN CHURCH
By Robert Payne. New York. The
Viking Press. 1951. 312 pages.
$5.oo.
NE is surprised to find a book on
the Fathers written by an author who has specialized recently in
the Orient. Robert Payne has published Forever China, Mao TseTung, Red Storm Over Asia, and a
number of other books on a variety
of subjects.
One is not surprised to find the
present volume, then, graced by a
journalistic style altogether unusual
in patristic studies. Not only will
one search in vain for footnotes, but
the footnote mentality is lacking,
too. The style is comparable to what
one finds in Life or Time. Payne
presents the Fathers as possessing a
certain contemporaneity; they are
"hard men" who led daring assaults
against a pagan world. They were
occupied with introducing an ordered Christian way of life into a
chaotic society.

O
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Payne takes the term "Fathers" in
a broader sense than is customary;
he begins with Paul and introduces
successively Ignatius, Polycarp, Irenaeus, Justin, Tertullian, Benedict,
the four universal doctors, Bernard,
Francis, and Thomas Aquinas.
Thomas was the last of the Fathers,
for theology, which had begun as a
sapling with Paul, had grown into
an impenetrable forest in the works
of Thomas: the frontiers toward
which the Fathers pressed so valiantly had vanished.
Payne treats the popular aspects
of their lives; he resorts to legendary
material and does not quibble about
dates. The lives make fascinating
reading. Ten well-selected plates portraying the Fathers enhance the value of the volume.

OTHER BOOKS
THE HOMOSEXUAL
IN AMERICA
By Donald Webster Cory. New
York. Greenberg. 1951.
CONSERVATIVE estimate claims
five per cent of the American
males as homosexuals. On the basis
of this figure and the laws obtaining
in each of the 48 states, we are harboring a community of three million
"law-abiding felons"-a population
three and a half times the size of the
city of St. Louis! This alone would
warrant the publication of any competent study on the subject. However, The Homosexual in America
is not just any study; it holds a
singular position in the literature of
inversion.

A
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The author, while a happily married man and the father of two
children, frankly admits, discusses
and evaluates the homosexual aspect
of his life and the life of this little
known community as a whole. His
facts concerning the social psychology and possible causes of inversion,
stated in clear non-technical terms,
represent a cross section of the best
psychiatric opinion available. One
chapter merits particular mention,
for it is addressed to those who are
in the best position to help the invert, though seldom advised on the
role they may play-his (or her) parents. As far as the invert himself is
concerned, we concur in the opinion expressed by Dr. Albert Ellis in
the Introduction. "It is must reading for all inverts and for everybody who wishes clearly and fully to
understand the question of homosexuality."
As we read through the book, certain contradictions became apparent.
It strikes us as a bit naive to believe,
as the pseudonymous Mr. Cory seems
to, that the problems of the homosexual will disappear as soon as society learns to accept him and award
him an honorable role in its corporate life. The pages fairly scream
with accusations of persecution on
the part of the dominant heterosexual group. Even if we grant that
society has made the inverted minority a scapegoat for things of which
they are not guilty, it is equally possible that the minority group has
found the backs of the dominant majority a convenient place to rest its
self-persecution and resentment. We
would have appreciated a more re-
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alistic and constructive approach to
the problem of intra-societal tensions.
Nevertheless the book still stands
as a work of considerable importance
to the psychologist, teacher and clergyman. If we find the author somewhat contradictory, we also find contradiction in the society which forces
the homosexual to wear a mask of
normalcy by refusing to recognize
the problem, while the same society
hails Whitman as a national cultural hero, awards Gide a Nobel
Prize, reads the tales of Hans Christian Andersen to their children and
places da Vinci paintings in their
churches!

THE MODERN NOVEL
IN AMERICA 1900-1950
By Frederick J. Hoffman. Chicago.
Henry Regnery Company. 1951.
T IS

probably simpler for two con-

of fine wines to agree upIonnoisseurs
an acceptable brand for service
at breakfast than for two authors or
critics to agree upon the value and
significance of any aspect of a single
novel. The nature of the novel is
just that multiple. Let us be quick
therefore to say that we are not exempt from this observation, but that
none of our personal objections in
regard to the author's judgments upon certain novels would seriously
subtract anything from the value of
the book. In this volume Dr. Hoffman presents a concise (216 pages)
analytic outline of the development
of form, content and rhetoric in the
American novel from Henry James to
Robert Penn Warren. Within these

limitations, he does a rather respectable piece of work for both the lay
reader and the student of the American novel.
Like many literary critics, however, the author fails to integrate
the form and content of literature
with the form and content of the
other facets of intellectual and social
history. H e never once inter-relate's
the individualism of the late nineteenth century with the form of
Henry James, or the cynicism of Sinclair L ewis with the iconoclasm of
the twenties. Again , one of the most
widely read novels of our time, Gone
W ith the Wind, is conspicuously absent from Dr. Hoffman 's study. R egardless of the critic's opinion of the
book, it remains a social and literary
fact that a relatively large number
of p eople, among them people of
acceptable taste, did find some aesthetic satisfaction in the book. This
sin of the contemporary critic, while
forgivable, nonetheless requires rep entance, for, ironically enough, it
leads toward precisely what the modern novel has led away from-nonh istoric aestheticism.
CHARLES ScoLARE

HOW TO HAVE A BABY
By Robert A. Klein and B. J.
Schuman, M.D. New York. Hermitage House, Inc. 1951.
His book is designed to meet the

T needs of those many couples who
have hoped in vain to have children,
but have hesitated to go to the doctor with their problems. As a first
step toward helping couples achieve
fertility the authors describe the es-
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sentials of human reproduction and
the easiest way of determining the
wife's fertile period. Should these
recommendations be of no value, the
authors try to dispel the fear of call·
ing on the doctor by describing what
factors might be responsible for sterility, in both husband and wife, the
various tests for them, and the pos·
sible treatments (most of them sim·
pie and painless) . Good hope for
fertile marriage is offered to those
who will, both husband and wife,
seek medical help.
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around to thinking about. Besides it
shows in step-by-step pictures how
simply they can be done, even by
us with our minimum skills and
equipment. If you can keep it out
of your wife's hands, though, you'll
find it an unusually handy reference
for your questions (when you are in
the mood for such things) about everything from furniture, electrical repairs, plumbing, and floors to windows, doors, outside walls, and terrace.

HORSES
QUESTIONS CIDLDREN ASK
By Dena Korfker. Grand Rapids,
Michigan. Zondervan Publishing
House. 1951. 96 pages.
N A very attractive format, Dena
Korfker presents "simple answers
to puzzling questions" that children
ask about the sky, about people,
about things, about the Bible, and
about Jesus. The theology is funda·
mentalist and the tone respectful of
the children to whom it is addressed.
The book is well illustrated with
pictures taken from everyday life.

I

BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS
HANDYMAN'S BOOK
Des Moines. Meredith Publishing
Co. 1951.
ETTER HOMES AND GARDENS has

done it again, and as before in
B
conveniently arranged, loose-leaf,
well indexed form. This one contains
scores of suggestions for things you
can do around the house in the line
of repairs and improvements that
many of our wives h ave not gotten

Edited by Bryan Holme. Introduction by Alleine E. Dodge. New
York. Studio-Crowell. 1951. 98
pages. $3.50.
HIS book is primarily a collection
horse pictures which should
appeal to horse lovers everywhere.
All types of horses are included,
from the pony to the draft horse,
from pack horse to carousel horse.
Illustrations are early frescoes,
Greek sculpture, drawings and paintings, along with a fine collection- of
photographs.
The introduction is intended to
trace the history of the horse down
through the ages and is interesting
reading once Alleine Dodge gets into the verifiable part of her story.
She maintains that all members of
the Equidae or hoofed mammal family developed from the Eohippus
which mammal, she claims, evolved
from the strange monsters that rose
out of the ooze and slime of earlier periods. This discussion is, of
course, theoretical rather than historical.
ROBERT L. STRIETELMEIER
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the ruins with this inscription in
a prominent place: "Americans!
This is the effect of British barbarism! Let us swear eternal hatred to England!" London papers
often referred to the United States
with remarks such as these: "nation of swindlers," "unclean bird,"
"the vulture tribe," "degenerate
bipeds and mammals."

Anglophobia
is in large part a child
A of England.
Our colonial faMERICA

thers brought significant cultural
legacies with them in their baggage to America, the great Promised Land: language, literature,
education, religion, English gentleman ideals, economic and legal
philosophies, notions about democracy, political theories, common law, and ideas about wise
political machinery. Only geographically are the Americans
isolated from England.
In spite of the obvious affinities, the Americans and the British have spent many years in the
dubious delight of irritating one
another. The Mother resented the
successes of the child and made
fun of its lack of culture. The
Revolutionary War, the War of
1812, and the Civil War certainly
did not draw the two into a love
clinch. The Americans were not
hesitant in answering the British,
epithet for epithet. After the burning of the Capitol after the War
of 1812, one Congressman wanted
to put up an iron fence around

A Turn for Better Relations
of the twentieth
B century,turnimpending
internaY THE

tional catastrophes forced the realization upon both nations that
they were good for one another.
Two World Wars have impressed
this fact upon both. John Bull
and Uncle Sam will spit at one
another in certain circumstances
but will end up washing one another's faces. In a recent Saturday
Review of Literature (October 13,
1951), the editors declare their
pleasure with this turn of affairs
and appear to advocate a closer 4
American partnership with Britain. As guest editor, Henry Steele
Commager, eminent American historian, spoke for SRL: "The edi-
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tors of The Saturday Review believe that the long-standing partnership of America is founded not
primarily upon sentiment, but on
common interest, common experience, common values, and a common faith, and that as long as the
American and the British peoples
.,; cherish their traditional values
and sustain their faith the partnership will flourish."

British Socialism
conversa tion and sometimes in studied articles, readers
very often hear that the Labor
Government and the Socialist
ideology were driving the British
to ruin and to a destruction of our
common legacies. This can hardly
be the truth. Socialism and the
Labor Government had become
• influences in British life long before Attlee and company. W. E.
Lunt, known as a good historian
to every student of English history, has written that "by 1906 the
influence of this moderate type
of socialism (Fabian) upon the
• thought not only of the laborers
but also of the general public was
profound." In the early years of
the twentieth century, the Liberal
Royal Government enacted an extensive program of comprehensive
~ social legislation and carried Britain "far away from the ideals of
individualism and laissez faire
which had prevailed a century
earlier." In these years, says Lunt,

'"'
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the Conservatives had no fundamental quarrels with the social
program of the Liberals. The temper of modern times in Britain
had been set long before the crisis
years of the forties . I am also willing to wager my plugged nickel
against your hole in the doughnut that Winnie is not going to
change the situation much. Britain
will go on as before though it
might go on as before with a bit
more thunder and brimstone. Maybe the old boy has got some fire
left! Nevertheless, his post-election fulfillments will not measure up to his pre-election promises.
In one of the very fine articles
in this issue of the SRL, Barbara
Ward, for a long time editor of
the British weekly, The Economist, describes other trends that
forced a highly controlled state
upon Britain. The Americans
ought to take note. According to
Barbara Ward, the oldest industrial economy in the world is not
what it used to be. Decreasing
trade has cut off British economy
at the roots. World War II completed the process of changing
Britain from the creditor of the
world to one of the world's debtors. Recent years have seen "not
only a massive liquidation of
British investments, but an accumulation of some eleven million dollars in war debts to such
countries as Egypt and India."
America must know by this time
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about "the transfer of decisive
economic power from London to
Washington." Great Britain has
lost her position in the world.
Consequently, a program of
austerity was forced upon the
British. A shrinking economy conjured up the old fears of unemployment and insecurity. "The
electorate who voted the Labor
Government into power and the
men for whom they voted had
this in common: they were determined to have no repetition of
the mass unemployment of the
inter-war years." The Labor Party
had accepted the idea that only
public ownership and control
could end unemployment or avoid
it. Narrow the profit motive and
produce for use-this had to be
if the better things were to be
distributed to all.

Advantages and Disadvantages
ARBARA WARD sees advantages
and disadvantages in the experiment. On the one hand, the
experiment has not been a complete failure: "Production has risen
in Britain, investment has increased, the productivity of the
worker has grown steadily, even
the 'discipline of taxes' has not
broken down." On the other hand:
"A rigid economy is at the mercy
of the dynamism of world politics,
and this is the unhappy position
of Britain in 1951." Rearmament
may well put her on the spot, you

B

know. Britain has no reserve with
which to operate. Churchill will ~
be making trips to the United
States to tap previously tapped
resources. If he insists as a representative of the family of nations to take England striding all
over the world at the side of the
United States, he will have to get ..,
money to pay the cost of striding.
He or his disciples will be forced
into a new burst of "me-tooism" ...
to control the economy. The argument about the nationalization
of steel is just kicking up so much ,.
dust. Nationalization has not been
blown away by the strident eloquence of Churchill. In fact, there
might be more blood, sweat, and
tears if England insists on her
place in the family of nations.

British Liberties

.

ASH Americans have said that
Britain has destroyed the ancient traditions of liberty: the
right to acquire and hold property, access to the courts, freedom
of religion, right of free speech
and writing, free assembly, £reeL
exercise of the franchise, individual freedom, and majority rule.
This is hardly the case. British
P~liamentary Democracy is still
operating within the frame of controlled power. The line betweenf
liberty and authority keeps shifting from generation to generation.
This is also true of America. A
shift to controlled liberty cannot

R
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be equated with the destruction
l" of liberty. Our freedoms in Amer-

ica have also been modified in the
interests of internal and external
security-if in no other way, at
least by the investigating committees, McCarthy's, McCormick's,
and by the almost insatiable de., mand for security in guns, bullets,
cars, and full stomachs. Militarism
will do more to destroy freedom
er than is possible by Socialism or
the Welfare State-whatever these
happen to be. W. L. Burn, pro.. fessor of modern history, King's
College, University of Durham,
wrote in still another fine article
in this issue: ". . . there is more
consideration in Britain, of a negative kind, for the freedom and
opinions of the individual. . . .
The workingman feels, individual. ly, not merely as good as he ever
was, but a lot better, a match for
anyone."

r

America Through British Eyes
British interpretation of
America was done by the old
-# master at this sort of thing, D. W.
Brogan, professor of political science at Cambridge and author of
the famous The American Character. It is easy for the Britisher
to criticize the American with telling and accurate effect. The British are simply criticizing a system
they once brought into the world
and which America has now taken

T
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over. They see in America their
misspent youth. Brogan has put
it nicely: "Only if you totally like
the modern world (and who does?)
can you escape the temptation,
indeed the necessity, of abusing
some parts of modern society, and
the easiest way to do that is to
take ·them in their most representative form, which nine times out
of ten will be an American form."
We are indeed odd people to the
British but the British have not
yet offered "a British Declaration
of Independence casting off the
Yankee yoke, even though it chafes
at times." The British are willing
to go along with America. They
have to.

U. S. Needs Britain
lfN Master Plan U. S. A., John
1l. Fischer remarks: " ... the only
strong point on the far side of the
Atlantic is Britain .... The British also have determination, a
small but tough army, a good navy
and air force, and a relatively
strong industry. They provide the
gateway for the supply of Europe,
and guard the sea lanes over which
American supplies have to move.
Most important of all, they furnish the main air bases for the
support of Eisenhower's army, and
for hitting back at the Soviets in
case they start anything." We'll be
giving Great Britain that money.
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evaluates one of the world's most powerful forces

The

Motion Picture
By ANNE

astute George Jean Nathan,
whom many consider America's foremost critic of the theater,
once wrote, "There is considerable
difference between the unpleasant
and the disgusting."
It seems to me that Tennessee
Williams' prize-winning play A
Streetcar Named Desire forcefully
supports and aptly illustrates Mr.
Nathan's pronouncement.
Mr. Williams' realistic study of
physical deterioration and mental
disintegration is unquestionably
unpleasant. It is brutal, sordid,
and tragic. The story is set in a
squalid slum section in New Orleans. The action begins on a note
of tension and frustration; it ends
on a note of shattering despair and
utter desolation. Vices of many
kinds parade across the stage in
all their cruelty and ugliness. But
the play is not disgusting-unless
human misery itself is disgusting.
I k~ow that many who saw the
stage presentation of A Streetcar
Named Desire were repelled or
offended by the language in which

T
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much of the dialogue is couched.
Is there any literary justification
for the use of profane and obscene
language on the stage or screen?
This question has given rise to .much heated discussion. More than
one able critic has declared em- I
phatically that in some instances t1
profanity and obscenity are vitally
necessary to achieve a desired effect. Equally competent critics
have said with equal emphasis
that the world's. greatest writers..
are able to achieve any desired
effect witho'ut making use of objectionable language.
This much is certain : in recent
years there has been a regrettable
tendency on the part of man)\>
playwrights and screen writers to
use profanity and obscenity as
props or devices to shock, to startle,
to titillate-and to fill our theaters
with play-goers who either relish
shady plots and off-color dialogue
or are naive enough to delude
themselves into believing that such
fare is "sophisticated" or "advanced." Most of the time, what
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they see and hear is merely stupid,
..,. inartistic, and incredibly dull.
To comply with the rules of
various censorship boar.ds, much
of the offensive dialogue heard in
the stage production of A Streetcar Named Desire has been omitted from the screen version. Has
., this in any way lessened or weakened the impact of the drama?
Not at all.
Audience reaction continues to
baffle and, at times, to infuriate
me. Can there be any reasonable
., or understandable explanation of
the fact that any audience anywhere should snicker and guffaw
straight through a showing of A
Streetcar Named Desire (Warners,
Elia Kazan)? It may be that I
chose a bad day to see the picture.
Perhaps another audience would
• have behaved in a more mature
manner. Perhaps my own thoughts
were too somber when I entered
the theater. A few hours earlier
I had heard Bernard Iddings Bell
lecture on "How to Live in the
Twentieth Century." Dr. Bell's ex., position of the problems that
make our age "the terrifying twentieth century" was not designed to
lighten the heart or to raise one's
spirits.
The noted lecturer and pedagogue listed the symptoms that
point to the serious ills which have
brought our civilization to the
present state of crisis. One of these
symptoms may explain the man-
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ner in which audiences often react to films that are far removed
from comedy. "Americans demand
to be amused," Dr. Bell declared,
"not just to be entertained. No,
we must always be amused." Why?
We seem to think that if we laugh
loudly enough we can drown out
the cries of a suffering world and
that if we laugh often enough we
can convince ourselves that we are
indeed a happy, happy people.
A Streetcar Named Desire is in
every way a notable achievement .
The members of the cast are veterans of the original Broadway and
London productions. Marlon
Brando, Kim Hunter, and Karl
Malden imbue their performances
with artistry of a high order. Vivian Leigh is superb in the role of
the pathetic Blanche. Elia Kazan's
direction reveals the penetrating
insight and the admirable sense of
timing that have made him one
of the ablest directors of our day.
He directed the first Broadway
production-the production which
enjoyed a long run and received
both the Pulitzer Prize and the
New York Critics' Award.
A crowded and turbulent halfcentury has passed since horrified
guardians of public purity banned
Theodore Dreiser's controversial
first novel, Sister Carrie. A new
era had dawned in the world of
literature by the time the late Mr.
Dreiser's monumental book An
American Tragedy appeared. This
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was in the late 1920s. Through the pealing as the forlorn factory
years Dreiser had become an im- worker, and Elizabeth Taylor is ..,.
portant figure on the American exceptionally good as the gay soliterary scene, and many nine- ciety girl. A well-made plot, Mr.
teenth-century taboos had been Stevens' sensitive direction, su- .J
relegated to the past.
perb photography, and handsome 1
Dreiser based his novel on an settings make this picture engrossactual happening and clearly in- ing entertainment.
tended it to be an indictment of
I am sure that many movie- 14
our social structure. An American goers who have seen The Desert 111
Tragedy quickly became a best Fox (2oth Century-Fox) have been -,
seller. It received lavish praise moved to say with Lewis Carroll, ~
from many critics and readers; it "Curiouser and curiouser." For ,
was roundly condemned by others. this film presents a sympathetic ~
A motion-picture version, pro- account of the life story of the ~ 1
duced in 1931, was so displeasing leader of Hitler's famous Afrika
to the author that he tried to pre- Korps.
vent its release. He was unsuccessThe Desert Fox is based on Desful.
mond Young's best-selling biogNow a new film derived from raphy, which appeared about a
An American Tragedy has been year ago. Mr. Young is English
made. A Place in the Sun (Para- and a veteran of World War II.
mount, George Stevens) ranks high His generous and kind portrait of •
among the outstanding pictures a former enemy aroused violent
released in 1951. This is the poign- criticism-criticism re-awakened
ant story of an unhappy youth's and intensified by the release of
attempts to enter a glittering world the film.
Memories of World War II are
far removed from the poverty and
uncertainty of his childhood. Nat- fresh and painful. It is difficult
urally, Mr. Stevens could not re- to accept this new concept of a t
produce on the screen all the de- key figure in the Nazi military
tails to be found in Dreiser's book. machine. I cannot know, of course,
But one could wish that he had if Mr. Young's biography is honshown more of George Eastman's est and factual. I can only report
boyhood, since these years provide that The Desert Fox is well made
the key to the character created and that it has many absorbing
and exciting moments. James Maby the famous Hoosier novelist.
Montgomery Clift portrays the son-he, too, is English-is excelill-starred George Eastman with lent in the leading role. He is
fine skill .. Shelley Winters is ap- brilliantly supported by Jessica
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Tandy, one of the ablest actresses
of our day. Luther Adler's imper" sonation of Hitler is poor. Other
members of the supporting cast
appear to better advantage.
Luther Adler turns in an equally unimpressive performance in
The Magic Face (Columbia), a
~ thoroughly nauseating and completely misleading hodgepodge of
fact and fiction. Spare yourself
and save your money! Stay away!
Force of Arms (Warners, Michael
Curtiz) presents an anemic rehash
of Ernest Hemingway's A Farewell
to Arms. Here a good cast is
wasted on a weak vehicle. Some
of the combat scenes are grimly
realistic.
Authentic wartime footage, a
fine cast, and spectacular technicolor photography offset a routine
plot in Flying Leathernecks (RKO+ Radio). This film pays tribute to
the air arm of the U. S. Marine
Corps.
George Gershwin's irresistible
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music and Ira Gershwin's captivating lyrics weave their magic
spell in An American in Paris
(M-G-M, Vincente Minelli). This
beautiful technicolor musical, one
of the best of the year, stars Gene
Kelly and introduces to American
audiences the talented young
French dancer Leslie Caron. Miss
Caron and Mr. Kelly perform
superbly in solo numbers, in dance
duos, and in the brilliant ballet
sequences. Oscar Levant is on
hand to play-Oscar Levant.
Georges Guetary, another newcomer to the United States, acquits
himself with distinction, both as
singer and as actor.
The Man With a Cloak (M-G-M)
can boast of a star-studded cast.
Nothing more. This is stock melodrama.
A Millionaire for Christy (2oth
Century-Fox) is optimistically but
inaccurately billed as "a madcap
romantic farce." Coy, corny, and
commonplace.

"Nothing makes one so vain as being told that one
is a sinner. Conscience makes egoists of us all."
OscAR WILDE,
The Picture of Dorian Gray

Fou:r Poems
Ad Majorem Dei Gloriam
BY EsTHER

A.

ScHUMANN

The Green Tree
"He shall be like a tree planted by the rivers of water . .." Psalm
Lord, make us like a tree whose roots
Are planted near the waters' brink
Thy Word the stream from which we feed
And gain new courage as we drink
Nourish each leaf however weak
Give us the needed strength we seek
Though storm and wind their fury spend
Or, Lord, whatever Thou dost send
These all will for our profit be
To root us deeper still in Thee.
Lord, make us like a tree whose leaves
Give shelter from the heat of day
And let us then to others be
The helping hand for which they pray.
Let us not Lord like Judas feed
Upon Thy Word and yet not heed.
For healthy trees with sturdy roots
Will prove their goodness by their fruits
Not such a tree may we be found
As that which cumbereth the ground.
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And as such trees demand much care
Be Thou the Gard'ner Lord we pray
Cut off the evil shoots that sprout
And only take the strength away.
What though we murmur at the cost
'Tis better that a twig be lost
Than that the whole no profit be
And nothing but an evil tree
No, Gard'ner, no, no pruning spare
Lest in the end no fruit we bear.

r

What are the fruits which God demands
As tokens of His life within?
In whom His spirit dwells, ah there
Is war against all signs of sin.
The Spirit's fruits are love and peace
Goodness and meekness, against these
There is no law, love will fulfill
Because it loves the Father's will
And not because good deeds atone
For we are saved by grace alone.

Sterile Love
muc~

"With their mouth they show
covetousness." Ezek. 33, 31

•

love, but their heart goeth after their

Glibly and easily we speak
Of starving millions far across the sea;
Lament their want, their lack of food and drink,
We cringe before their abject look of poverty .
Bodies distended, eyes grown blank, and death
Waiting to pounce upon them with each labored breath.
Ezekiel, lift thy voice again to say
How easily we speak of love-then turn away.
We are too covetous, and in our greed
We are oblivious to our brothers' need.
"Oh Father God, break Thou our heart of stone
And fill it with compassion like Thine own."

I
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Homecoming
"I have kept the faith." II Tim. 4, 7
I think that it must be a glorious triumph when God's saints
Come marching into glory, laying down
The weapons of life's warfare, to receive
Within the presence of a white-robed host,
A glorious crown.
Ah, well might Paul exult that he had fought
The fight of faith, and won the victory he sought.
How jubilantly do men hail the victor here
Whose triumphs tarry but a few short years
But how much greater is the joy above
For those who've kept their faith through blinding tears
Who've clung to God and said: 'Til never let Thee go
Till Thou the blessing of Eternal life bestow."

1
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Brave Hearts
How often when we see our banner fly
So proudly there against the heaven's blue
We see the battlefields where brave hearts die
And hold back tears, like all good soldiers do.
Yet here we stand prepared as oft before
Upon the threshold of another war.
We cannot buy our peace through others' pain
We cannot buy our freedom through our youths
For hate will live in other hearts again
And these in turn will die for age-old truths.
If we could only break our proud and stubborn will
We'd learn this truth-man was not made to kill.
Greece built on glory and her splendor died.
Rome built on power and her kingdom fell.
One builds on power and the next on pride
But only he builds wisely and builds well
Whose kingdom rests on God's unchallenged truth
We reap in age, what we have sown in youth.

•

Letter to the Editor

•

Dear Sir:
I am writing to pass on something
I heard last week which seems to
me to tie in closely with the "Some
Asian Truths" portion of the October "Reading Room." You asked the
question (through the spectacles of
the Saturday Review of Literature):
"Is Christianity synonymous with
Western civilization?" That, sir, is a
good question, and the answer is
emphatically NO.
This is what I heard from Sir C.
P. Ramaswami Aijar, K.C.S.I.,
K.C.I.E., at the first meeting of the
seminar on the Middle East, sponsored by the World Affairs Council
of Northern California. I shall paraphrase Aijar's speech.
The present tension between East
and West is the result of two chief
causes: ( 1) the economic and social
exploitation of the Indian people by
the British and (2) the presentation
of the "Christian way of life" as a
strictly Western ideal. (Aijar then discussed the history of British rule in
India). Even more important than
this economic and social exploitation
was the attempt by missionaries to
foist Christianity upon India as an

absolutely Western religion, ignoring the fact that Christ Himself was
an Asiatic and His Gospel typically
Eastern. Years before the British
came to India, Christ was considered
by the Indian people as an Asiatic
saint. India had many Christians before the first Englishman had been
converted to the faith. Christian missionaries with this Western approach
aroused much resentment. (So much
for the paraphrase.)
Aijar has been Dewan of Travancore since 1936 and is now in the
United States as a faculty member of
the Academy of Asian Studies.
Note especially the emphasis. The
words "even more important': than
the British exploitation are direct
quotes. After hearing this address,
you can imagine how happy I was
to read in "Notes and Comment"
the remarks, "If you just can't love a
black Christ or a yellow Christ or a
brown Christ, don't. It's your soul.
You have a perfect right to sell it
for whatever you think it is worth."
ARTHUR. GRAY,

San Francisco, California

JR.

year-end crop of books made it
necessary for us to enlarge our
book-review section this month. One of
the joys of editing a magazine read by
literate people is that, within reasonable
limits, one can talk about books as much
as one wants to without getting a lot of
complaints.

T

HE

,.....,

'"''

We think that our readers will agree
that in Mr. Donald .A. Dohrman ("The
Novel in 1951") we
have come across a
capable and fluent
interpreter of the
contemporary literary
scene. Mr. Dohrman,
a parochial school
teacher by profession,
is at present continuing his work toward
the PH.D. at Columbia
University.

Hornet. The editors bespeak your cooperation in keeping him (and, therefore, us) happy.

'"'

,.....,
Next month's issue will deal with what
we have tentatively entitled "an address to
youth." The editor of Protestantism's
leading youth magazine will discuss "getting through" to our nation's youth, and
a scholar who has done considerable research in Russian propaganda literature
will analyze children's literature in the
USSR.
In addition, as usual, our garrulous correspondent from Xanadu, Nebraska, will
be in his accustomed
place on the very
edge of the communion of saints. One
tiny step backward
and he will be out
in the cold.

The
Editor's
Lamp

,.....,

'"'

Our office manager,
We are happy to
a gentle soul affecpay tribute this
tionately known as
PROBLEMS
month to a poet who
the Green Hornet, is
has given freely of
CONTRIBUTORS
exercised because he
her talents to the
gets changes of adFINAL NOTES
service of the church.
dress which show onMiss Esther Schuly the new address
mann ("Four Poems
and give no indicaAd Majorem Dei
tion of the former
Gloriam") has,
address. He is further
through the years,
exercised because
won a special place in the affection of
some of our women subscribers get marour readers. Modest and unassuming,
ried and resubscribe under their marshe has been content to use traditional
ried name without telling us that Edith
poetic forms as a vehicle for her confesSmith has become Mrs. Egmont Jones
sions of faith. We know from your letters
during the past year.
To a large extent, the atmosphere of
that she has talked your language and
our office reflects the mood of the Green
given words to your own thoughts.

